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ABSTRACT
This report, in conjunction with D2-I17060-I
"Apollo Spacecraft Engine Specific Impulse"
May 6, 1968, describes the methods used to
determine the vacuum specific impulse, dis-
cusses the various performance analysis
procedures and summarizes the data obtained
on production con£i_uration Apollo Spacecraft
engines. The following primary propulsion
_ system engines. ,:_ed in the Apollo SerVice
and Lunar Mod_,les, are in;luded in this
report:
LM Ascent Engines - Rocketdyne and Bell
LM Descent Engine - TRW
SM Engine - Aerojet
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INTRODUCTION
This report, in conjunction with D2-I17060_I "ApolLo Space _
craft Engine Specific Impulse" May 6, 1968, is in part_al
fulfillment of NASA Technical Directive NASw_I650 Serlal
#28 "Apollo Rocket Engine Altitude Specific Impulse Ratings".
The earlier report described the methods used to determine
the vacuum specifi_ impulse of the primary propulsion
engines used in the Apollo spa_ooraft, i.e.
The LM Descent Engine (TRW)
t
The SM Engine (Aerojot)
Th_ LM A_cont Engine (Bell)
The LM Ascent Engine Injector Back-up Program (Rocketdyne)
The same engines are discussed in this report, though the two
LM ascent engines are covered in the same section. Where
necessary, the information given in the earlier report has been
i_: amplified or updated. As requested by APO, quantitative informa-tion on the specific impulse of individual production con-
figuration spacecraft engines is included in _his document.
Also, no re_o_nendations _-remade or conclusions drawn.
Section 2 deals with th_ _ell and Rocketdyne LM AScent engines
and uses information available in June 1968. This section was
reviewed in draft form by MSC (EP) and Rocketdyne. The TRW LM
Descent engine is discussed in Section 3 and is also dated
June 1968. The draft of this section was reviewed by MSC and
TRW. Due to delay in obtaining the required data, Section 4,
which covers the Aerojet SPS engines is dated September 1968,
and has not been reviewed by MSC or Aeroj_t.
O0000001-TSA10
1.0 '_MinimumRequired" Vacuum Specific Impulse
There are at least three differen_ definitions of th_ "mlnimum
required" vacuum specific impulse of th_ spacecraft main
propulsion engines, namely:
A "minimum roqulred" value of specific impulse obtainod
on en@ine acceptance test.
A "minimum required" valuo of averago specific impulse
obtalnod during a mlssion duty cycle.
A "minimum required" value o_ speci£ic impulse obtained
at any time during a mission duty =yclm(M.D.C.).
The "minimum allowable" speolfic impulse on acceptance test
will be the "minimum required" value plus the uncertainty.
The uncertainties in each of these values of specific impulse
will increase in the same orde: as they have been listed above.
The most obvious reason for this is that whereas the specific
impulse on acceptance test is directly measured for every
( _ production engine, the average and minimum Values o_ specific
impulse during M.D.C. have to be predicted on the basis of
information gained on other (i.e. qualification and design
verification test) engines.
J
i.i Acceptance Test Specific Impulse
i_! Except in the case of the Aerojet SM engine,
specific impulse on acceptance tests is determined for each
_: production engine from direct measurements of thrust, flow
,.f
i! rates and test cell ambient pressure. These tests are carried
out with engine interface temperatures and pressures close to
the nominal levels. An analysis of the instrumentation system
calibration data allows an estimate of the specific impulse
mQasurement uncert&1nty to be calculated. This uncertainty
is usually quoted as the engines' acceptance test specific
impulse uncertainty, errors introduced in correcting the test
data to standard conditions being ignored. Repeated tests
allow the run-to-run variability to be obtained, which can be
used as a further check on the instrumentation variability.
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1.2 M@a n Specific ImPulse Durin@ M.D.C.
An engine's mean specific impulse during M.D.C
will differ from its acceptance test performance because:
1.2.1 Its threat area will change during M.D.C. at a
rate dependent upon the engine operating aenditions and
also upon its individual injector-to-chamber compatibility
aharacteristics. Only in the case of the TRW engine is a
quantitative measure of injector compatibility obtained
during acceptance tests. This change in throat area will
result An a change in nozzle area ratio and hence in Qnglne
speoi£1e impulse. Typically, the throat area will first
de@tease and will then increase with run time..
1.2.2 There will be changes in nozzle internal surface
finish. Delamination of the n@zzle material may _ccur.
Deposition of glass may occur in the divergent position
of the nozzle. There will be some reduction in nozzle
thrust coefficient efficiency due to these causes.
1.2.3 Xn flight, the engine's propellants will be
saturated with helium to some degree. All acceptance tests
_ are carried out with unsaturated propellants and in the case
_.,, of the TRW engine, the propellant tanks at the Capistrano
test site are pressurized with nitrogen. The true effect
upon an engine's specific impulse due to using helium satu-
rated propellants is not presently known for any of the
spacecraft primary propulsion engines. This effect, how-
ever, is assumed to be small and is ignored in M.D.C. specific
impulse uncertainty estimates.
1.2.4 The propellants at the engine interfaces will not
be at nominal temperatures and pressures. During qualifi-
cation and D.V.T. test, sufficient data should have been
obtained to enable these effects to be characterized and to
make an estimate of the uncertainty of the resulting model.
1.2.5 In the case of the TRW LM descent engine, there is
a further uncertainty caused by the fact that the engine is
throttled. Throttling the engine changes both its specific
impulse and its rate of change of throat area, which again
affects specific impulse
1.3 Minimum Specific Impulse Durin_ M.D.C.
Except in the case of the TRW engine, where minimum
specific impulse is dependent upon throttle setting, the
minimum specific impulse of the spacecraft engines will occur
00000001-TSA12
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at the end of their mission duty cycle. All of the un-
certainties An 1.2 will also affect the uncertainty ef the
estimate of minimum speci£ic impulse, but probably to a
greater extont (more uncertainty as to propellant conditions,
possibility of pressurizing gas entrainment_ engine in high
rate of erosion regime, etc.).
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2.0 LM Ascent_Engines - Rocketd_ne and Bell (June 1968)
2.1 Introduction
A description of the methods used to determine the
vacuum specific impulse of the Bell LM ascent engine is given
in Reference i. At the time that Reference 1
was written, no acceptance test procedures for the Rocketdyne
engine were available, so these are described in some detail
in Section 2.2, together with a comparison between the Bell
and Rocketdyne acceptance test requirements.
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 compare the performance
analyses methods and the specific impulse of hhe Bell and
Rocketdyne engines, Much of the information contained in
these Sections was generated from work carried out in support
of the ascent engine program review team (Reference ii, 12)
and many of the conclusions listed in Section 2,5 are also
given in the LM ascent engine performance evaluation report to
the review team (Reference ii). The writer would like to
express-his appreciation to the performance member of the pro-
I gram review team (C. Verschoore - MSFC - R-Test-C) for the
( oppo_.tunity to participate in the review team activity.
! 2.2 TeSt Procedures
'i 2.2.1 Bell Test Procedures
A general description of the Bell test procedures
-i is given in Reference I" fOr more details, see References 6
and 7. To summarize, the injector and valve assembly are first
-_ calibrated and then acceptance test fired in a water cooled
i__! steel chamber with an ablative liner. A single compatibility
/ii test of 460 secon_ duration iS then carried out. Finally,
the injector and valve assembly are then assembled with their
flight chamber and the complete engine is acceptance tested
under simulated altitude conditions.
2.2.2 Rocketdyne Test Procedures
For full details of these procedures, see References
2 through 5.
_ 2,2.2 1 In_ector and Valve Assembl_ Calibration and
_: Acceptance Test
;i:i,_._ These tests are carried out in the BRAVO 3A test
L_Iol _ stand at Santa Susana. The injector is fitted to a chamber
k
• " - _" _."_..;.._ _.._,_._.-u.-•....._ " ;;" _"_'_-', "_-_",'.__'"" r :";_'_i
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with an ablative liner and water cooled throat. The assembly
is mounted in the test stand to fire vertically downward and
tests are carried out at local ambient temperature and pressure.
The propellant tanks are pressurized with helium but no attempt
is made to saturate the propellants on production injector
acceptance tests. However, the propellants are temperature
conditioned.
A minimum of four satisfactory valve-injector
assembly acceptance tests of 15 second duration must be carried
out. During these tests, no changes of injector, propellant
ducts, orifices or valves are allowedz if there are any
hardware changes, then four satisfactory_tests with the new
hardware are required. Throat diameter is measu=ed prior to
the first test and after every test series.
ii The tests must be carried out under the follow-
ing conditions:
L
., Propellant interface pressure 170 + 5 psia
_: Propellant interface temperature 70 _ i0 ° F
_: Maximum difference between prop_e!______mperature-s i0 ° F
'" Environmental temperature Ambient(,
Environmental pressure Ambient
_:._ There is no specified maximum difference between the propellant
interface press_%res, though hypergolic_p measurements are
_ taken. Performance data are averaged over an interval of
".i.i 1 second, with the mid point of this data interval being
_i between 1.0 and 0.6 seconds prior to cutoff. For acceptance
:_ tests to be satisfactory, the following performance require-
,, ments must be met:
"_ Mixture Ratio (corrected to standard conditions)
i /: 1.6:1 + 0,016 (+ 1%)
I"!?'i Mixture Ratio uncertainty (95% confidence). Less than
0.008 (Z i/2%)
Characteristic Velocity (corrected to standard conditions)
minus the characteristic velocity uncertainty (95% confi-
dence) must be greater than 5629 ft./seC.
Chamber Pressure (corrected to standard conditions)
• ,. 122.1 t 2.3 psia (t 2%)
_i_ Standard conditions are:Environmental pressure 0 psia
i_h .,. Propellant interface pressures 170 psia
: 2A
,i}i:'__t
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Oxidizor density 90.21 ib./ft._
Fuel density 56.39 lb./ft. _
The uncertainty calculations are made from instrumentation
calibration repeatability data: there are no speciflad
limits on either the variabillk-y or the range of the correct-
ed tests data.
2.2.212 Injector Compatibility Test
This test is of 460 + 5 second duration and must
be carried out under the same c_nditions as ar_ required for
the other injector and valve assembly acceptance tests. The
compatibility test can be carried out at any time after two
satisfaCtozyinjector acceptance tests have been completed.
The following performance conditions must be
satisfied during the test:
Mixture Ratio (site) 1.6:1 + 0.048 (+ 3%)
Chamber Pressure (site) 122.2 _ 2.4 psiE (_ 2%)
At the completion of the compatibility test, there must be no
_:_ gouges in the liner deeper than 0.25 inches.
2.2.2.3 Engine Acceptance Tests
These are carried out in B-4 test stand at the
Nevada test site. The engine and its thrust measuring rig
are mounted horizontally in a capsule. Altitude pressure is
obtained by a steam ejector and maintained during engine firing
by an exhaust driven diffuser. Propellant tanks are pressurized
with helium. There is provision for both temperature con-
ditioning and heli1_n saturating the propellants.
A minimum of two satisfactozyengine acceptance tests
of 15 second duration have to be carried out. No hardware
changes, except to the mounting pad bushings, are allowed. On
acceptance tests, the propellants are not helium saturated,
but on M.D.C. durationtests and on most of the D.V.T. perform-
ance tests fully saturated propellants are used. Throat and
exit area measurements are taken prior to the first test and
after the last in each test series ..........
i
The test conditions are the same as for the injector
tests, except that the capsule pressure altitude must be greater
than 90,000 ft. and the environmental temperature must be 70 +
30°F. There is no specified maximum difference between the
00000001-TSB04
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propellant interface pressures and when the writer inspected
the test facility, hypergoliu_p pressure transducers were
not installed.
For the acceptance tests to be satisfactory, the
following p@r_ormance requirements must be met:
Thrust (corrected to standard conditions)
3-500 lb. + 52 lb. (+ 1 1/2%)
Thrust UnCertainty _95% confidence) less than + 35 lb.
(+ 1%)
Chamber Pressure (corrected to standard conditions)
_20 psia + 8 psia (+ 6 1/2%)
Mixture Ratio (corrected to standard condition_) +
mixture ratio uncertainty (95% confidence) must be-1.6"1
+_0.032
Specific Impulse (corrected to standard conditions)
minus the specific impulse uncertainty (95% confidence)
must be greater than 306.3 seconds. This value has now
_,; been increased to _n7 n .seconds (Reference 17).
Thrust Ali@nment - Displacement of the thrust vector
from the engine reference line must be less than 0.300
inches. Angular deviation of the thrust vector from
the engine reference line must be less than 30 minutes
of arc.
2.2.3 Differences Between Bell and Rocketdyne Acceptance
Test Requirements
i_ Injector Acceptance Tests
Bell Rocketdyne
Number of satisfactory tests 6 4
Specified maximum difference
between propellant interface
pressures Yes (0.9 psi) No
Run to run limits on mixture
ratio Yes (.49%) No
Minimum C* requirement Not mandatory Yes (5629 ft./sec.
'_/ + C* uncertainty
:_ to 95% confidence)
: 8
00000001-TSB05
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Bel_.__l RoCketdyne. .......
Chamber pressure level
requirements No Yes (122.1 +_
2.3 psia)
Maximum gouge depth allowed
on compatibility tests 3/8 " down 0:25 "
to 4" from
injector and
1/8" from 4"
to 8"
Engine Acceptance Tests
,I
Run to run limits on thrust Yes (.56% No
for 2 tests;
.73% fo= 4
testS )
Run to run limits on Isp Yes (.3% for No2 tests; .39%
for 4 tests)
,_ Minimum allowable 308.4 sec. 306.3 sec. **
_'_ (corrected) Isp + Isp unCert;alnty
:; tO 95% confidence
ii Engine mixture ratio limits No Yes (1.6:1 _+ 2%
; including M.R.
_i!i uncertainty to
!_; 95% confidence)
Thrust vector requirements Within Specification q
0.069" radius limits (less than
at both exit 0.300" and 30 min-
and forward utes) *
planes
Run to run limits on thrust Yes. Location No
vector of thrust vec-
tor at exit and
forward planes
must not differ
_ on two tests by
more than 0.051"
ii
'::_ * The Rocketdyne thrust vector requirements during acceptance
!_II|I_ test are being revised to take into account the characteristic
[_:;_ shift which occurs during M.D.C.
•* Now 307.0 sec. (Reference 17)
;:_! 9
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2.2.4 Comparison Between Bell and Ronk_tdyne Test
Probably the most significant difference between
the Bell and Rocketdyne test operations which affect I=. deter-
mination is in the data reduction methods used on the 8_gine
tests.
The Bell test facility has an on site data
processing center. There is a Beckman direct read out display
in the control room, allowing the test engineers to set up
test conditions using the same information as is fed into the
data reduction program. Data reductiDn, into engineering unit
data, is carried out immediately after a firing. Pre-set
standard deviation limits are incorporated in this data.reduc-
tion program and measurements which exceed these limits are
flagged out C or F, depending on if they exceed the Coarse
or Pine limits. After the performance measurements have
been checked for precision, the performance reduction program
is then run and the results are available within one to two
hours after a test. These results are the final ones used
for defining the performance of an injector or an engine.
The two big advantages o£ this system are that the information
presented to the test engineer is the same as that used by the
_?"i performance reduction program and that the final reduaed perform- .
_., ante data is available to the on-site development engineers
within an hour or two of a test. There is therefore no need
to remove an engine from the test stand before the authorized
performance data have been sufficiently analysed to ensure
that all requirements have been met and if additional tests
are required (due to exceeding the run-to-run limits) these
can be carried out with a minimum of delay.
The Rocketdyne test facility at Reno has no
on-site computation facilities. Test conditions are set up
using chart recorders and immediate post-test data reduction
is by influence coefficients and chart recorder data. The
chart recorder data are also fed to a computer in the Los
Angeles area by teleprinter and the results from this computer
are available on the test site approximately twelve hours after
a firing. The decision to remove or retest an engine has to
be made on the basis of this preliminary information, since
the results of the performance reduction of the digital d_ta
are not usually available until some four days after a firing,
since the digital data tape has to be sent to Canoga Park for
processing. If it is decided that the Rocketdyne engine will
have to satisfy repeatibility limits on thrust, thrust vector
Io
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and speciflc-lmpulse, then improved on-site performance
reduction capability will be necessary.
The following _omparlson of the Bell and
Roak_tdyne performance analysis methQds is based on an input
by J.P.B. Cu£fe to the LM ascQnt engine performance evaluation
report given by C. Versohoore to the ascent engine program
review team in April 1968 (Reference ii). The most important
change in performance analysis procedure since this date is
that Rooketdyne has now empirically characterized the effect
of oxidizer temperature-on the hydraulic resistance of the
oxidizer injector (Reference 16). This characterization
has recently been incorporated in the injector test perform-
ance analysi8 program and will shortly also be included in
the engine analysis program. Since it is the effect upon the
injector resistance which is characterized, and not simply
the direct effeet on mixture ratio (as is done on the Bell
engine), standard perfo_nance values of flow rates, thrust
and specific impulse are also-_11 corrected for change in
oxidizer temperature.
2.3.1 Bell Analysis
Site data are corrected to nominal interface
.'; temperatures (70 ° F) and pressures (170 psia) and ambient
pressure (0 psia) by empirically derived linear gains. HOw-
ever, not all of the measured parameters are corrected and
care has to be taken in comparing data obtained from tests
" which have been run under varied interface conditions.
:_ 2 •3.1 •1 Thrust
Site resultant thrust is converted to site vacu%tm
thrust simply by adding the product of the nozzle exit area
_., and cell pressure. Site vacuum thrust is corrected to nominal
interface conditions by linear gains. No correction is made
for the effect of high oxidizer temperature upon thrust.
Specific impulse is calculated using site vacuum thrust, not
corrected thrust: on acceptance tests, when the interface
conditions are held close to the nominal levels, the differ-
ence between site vacuum I _ and Is_ corrected to nominal
interface conditlons is ve_ small, p However, when limit
tests are run, at high or low interface pressures, the site
vacuum Isp will differ significantly from the corrected Isp.
r
, ii
t:.i
i'i
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•hrust ooefflcie_t is calau_ using site vacutm_th_ust,
not corrected thrust.
2.3.1.2 Flow Rat_s
Indlvidua_ flow rates are calculated using
the average of the measured flow rates from the two flow meters
in each feed line. These average flow Eates arc added together
to give total flow rate, which is then used in calculations
of specific impulse and C*. Individual and total flow rates
are not c_rroated to nomlnal interface conditions.
Mixture ratio is corrected to nominal propellant
densities and similar feed system pressure drops by assuming
that the hydraulic resistance Of the feed lines remains un-
changed. A further correction is applied for propellant
temperatures, to take into account the increased oxidizer
injector _esistanae which occurs with high oxidizer temperatures.
This correction is a third order polynomial equation fitted to
empirical data.
2.3.1.3 Thrust Chamber Pressure
Chamber total pressure is taken as 0.9914 x
i ,_,:; measured injector end chamber _ressure. This value of
!i chamber pressure is used for injector end C*I and C= cal-
culations on engine tests. If chamber static pressure is
_ also measured at wall taps, upstream of the nozzle, total
_! pressure at this location is taken as i_0232 X measured
static wall pressure. Thrust chamber C* TC is calculated
using this value of total press1_re on injector tests. Thrust
_ chamber pressure measurements are not corrected to nominal
inlet conditions.
_, 2.3.1.4 Throat Area
On all runs of less than 15 seconds duration,
pre-run throat area is used for C* and C_ calculations. If
successive tests are carried out, then t_e measured area at
the start of these tests is used. On rv,s of greater than
15 seconds duration, the C* at 15 seconds is assumed to remain
constant for the rest of the test, so throat area may there-
fore be calculated. This calculated throat area is then used
in Cf calculations.
i/ 2.3.1.5 Uncertainty Analysis
t: Measurement uncertainty is expressed as the
,'!.
sum of estimated bias error (95% confidence) and 3 sigma
! 12
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random error, the standard deviation being to 95% confidence.
Traceability to standard and zero shift errors are included
in the bias error, the random error being ual_ulated from
calibration equipment and instrumentation non-rep_atlbillty.
Taking into account instrumentation redundancy and the number
of repeat t_stB required for each _nglne and injector, li4_ear
gains are used to calculate specific impulse_ thrust and
mixture ratio uncertainties from the measurement unc_rtaintles.
Run to run repeatlbillty criteria are specified _or acceptance
tests, to check the inst_umentat$on non-rep_atibility _ss_mp-
tions .
2.3.2 RoukQtdyno Analysis
I
The Rock,tdynQ data redu_tlon program ks similan__
to the ones used on their launch vehicle onglneS. Data are
presented in the following five forms z
Site _erformance: Obtained from test measurements, at
actual test conditions.
Site Vacuum Performance: Site data, corrected to 0 psia.
i _. Site Vacuum (Standard Temperature) Performance t site
vacuum-data, corrected to nominal
propellant temperatures and densities.
Standard Performance: Site vacuum (standard temperature)
data, corrected to nominal interface
pressures.
Rated Performance: Engine performance, tlnder standard
conditions, at rated thrust and mixture
ratio
The basis of the calculations is the assumption that the site
value of the feed system hydraul%c resistances remains unchanged.
Using a curve fit of the type C* = f (mixture ratio, thrust
chamber pressure), the effect of changing site interfac_
conditions to nominal may be obtained by iterating around thrust
chamber pressure.
2.3.2.1 Thrust
Under acceptance test conditions, the Bell gains
for correcting site thrust to nominal conditions result in
values which are very close to those obtained from the Rocketdyne
_ 13
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program. In comparing I_ valaes obtained on acceptance
tests, either the Rocketdgne site vacuum, Standard Perform-
ance or Rated Performance values may be compared directly
with the Bell datas theoretically, when th_ spec_flc impulse
of different engines is being compared_, rated performance
values sheuld be used. As with Bell,. until recentl_ no
corrections wer_ made for the effect of high oxidiser tem-
peratures upon the resistance of the oxidizer injector and
hence upon thrust, though this correction has noW been
incorporated in the engine analysis program. If speolflc
impulse values obtained on limit tests are being compared,
Rocketdyne site vacuum I_, should be compared with Bell data,
so long as the tests have'been run under similar interface
conditionu.
2.3.2,2 Flow Rates
, Flow rates are measured by two flow meters in
series in each feed line. Eor each propellant, the avez'age of
the rate measured by the two meters is used in all C*, :_'_
and mixture ratio calculations and the precentage relati_
agreement between the two flow meters is also calculated.
i Correction is now made for the reduction in
.[:, . .. oxidizer flow rate wi_ich occurs at high propellant temperature
. (which, it is suspected, is caused by two phase flow ia the
: oxidizer injector).
2.3.2.3 Thrust Chamber Pressure
C* and C_ are calculated from measured injector
'ii end chamber pressure. Nozzle total pressure is taken as 0,974
i! X measured injector end chamber pressure. Because of the
_ different pressure tap locations, Rocketdyne and Bell C*
data are not directly comparable.
_ 2.3.2.4 Throat Area
Pre-run values of throat area are used in all C*
and C_ aaloulations. Zf successive tests are carried out,
the m_asured area at the start of these tests is used. The
throat area is assumed to remain constant, for the purposes
of C* and Cf calculations, on long duration tests.
2.3.2.5 Uncertaint_ Analysis
: The measurement uncertainty of each instrument
is calculated to a 95% confidence. The data used for these
'2!
14
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calculations are obtained from successive pro-test calibra-
tions. The effects of these measurement uncertainties upon
engine performance are then calculated by perturbing each
measurement parameter in turn by an amount equal to its un-
¢srtalnty, and obtalnlng_ from the engine per/nrmanae anal-
ysis program, t_feat-upon thrust, mixture ratio and
speclf_c impulse. On injector tests, the effect upon mix-
ture ratio and C* are calculated. _hls process is repeated
for each measurement parameter and the R.S.8. (root sum
square) of the effects are calculated and used to express the
Qnglne's (or injector's) performanoe Uncertainty tO 95% con-
fldQnce. Those calculated uncertainties are for the results
of one testl the feet that specific impulsQ is determined
on two tests and injector mixture ratio on four is not taken
into account ia this analysis.
2.3.3 Summary of Bell and Rocketd_ne Performance
,. Analysis Methods
2.3.3.1 Values of specific impulse, thrust and mixture
ratio, obtained on acceptance tests, may be directly com-
' pared.
i _ 2.3.3.2 When tests are run at high interface pressures,
_ i to make the engine operate at high chamber pressure, the
:_ Bell value of specific impulse will be high and should be
compared with Rocketdyne site vacuum specific impulse data,
_ obtained from--tests run under similar interface conditions.
:i: 2..3 3.3 The effect of high oxidizer temperature causing
_"_ ' an increase in injector resistance and hence a reduction in
_ mixture ratio is not presently taken into account on the
: ._ Rocketdyne program. However, the program is being modified
_ _!!_ to correct for this effect.
..ii 2.3.3.4 On long duration runs, the Rocketdyne program
assumes that the throat area remains constant, whereas the
Bell one assUmes that C* does not change after 15 seconds.
2.3.3.5 Rocketdyne long duration firings are carried out
using helium saturated propellants and the same performance
reduction program is used for both helium saturated and un-
saturated propellant tests. Bell do not normally saturate
their propellants for these MDC tests.
2 3 3.6 The estimated values of performance uncertainty
,3 ""
_ ,,.. cannot be directly compared.
• _t_
. 7,,
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2.4 Reaults
2.4.1 Acceptance Test Data from _roduction Configuration
Engines
2.4.1.1 Bell Engines
The following table shows corrected I_n obtained
on 15 second acceptance tests. These data are also _own
plotted on Chart 4 of Appendix (B) and represent information
_ available in May, 1968.
Isp Seconds
Injector Engine Run 1 Run 2 Ayera_e
E2C-50 Qua1. 101 - 310.6 311,3 310.95
E2C-53 DVT 101A 311.4 310.7 311.05
E2C-56 LM-2 309.8 310.8 310.3
_ _2C-60 310.4 309.8 310.1
E2C-63 LM-3 309.3 309.4 309.35
E2C-66 LM-3 Replacement 309.5 309.0 309.25
E2C-I08" Qual. 103 309.6 309.7 309.65
E2C-I08" Qual. 104 309.5 309.3 309.4
_ E2CA-III LM-4 310.4 309.8 310.1
/ ( _ E2CA LM-3 Spare 310.3 310.1 310.2
Average I 310.0 310.0 310.0
,_... sp
. Isp standard deviation on the 20 tests _+0"65 seconds
y,
__.: Standard deviation of the run to run differences in Isp
_ +0.61 seconds
*Injector E2C-I08 was u_ed on Qual_ engine 103 and 104
I:i_ 2.4.1.2 Rocketdyne Engines
The following table shows corrected I obtained
on the 15 second acceptance tests of ten of the Rock_dyne
engines. These data are also shown on Chart 3 of Appendix (B).
Isp Seconds
Injector Engine Run 1 Run 2 Average
i. 4094356 DVT201 308.1 307.9 308.0
4094355 DVT202 310.0 309.2 309.6
4094391 DVT203 309.5 309.2 309.35
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i..._: ii!"'.._. Isp Second|
.... In_eator Engine Run 1 Run 2 .. Average
4094425 Qual, 0001A 309.2 308.9 309.05
4094433 Qual. 0004A 308.5 308.8 " 308.65
4094426 Qual, 0002A 308.4 308.2 308.3
4094430 Prod. 0003A 308_7 309.1 30819
4094434 Prod. 0001B 310.1 309.4 309.75
4094436 P_od. 0002B 308.7 308.6 308•65
4094427 Prod. 0005A 309.3 308.2 308.75
i
, _verago Isp 309.05 308.75 308.9
, Isp standard deviation on the 20 tests +0.59 seconds
i Standard deviation of the run to run differences in Isp '
_,_ +0.56 Seconds
_jl Subs.quoter to this information being made available in May, the
:! following engines have completed acceptance tests:
:ii_; Isp Seconds
.... ! Injector Engine Run 1 Run 2 Average• ,t
-: 4094435 Prod• 0006A 308.9 308.6 308.75
""_",:,., (... 4094'617 Qua/.• 00_TA 309 • 9 309 • 8 309 , 85
_ 4094619 Prod• 0003B 309 7 309.1 309 4
_, Taking the data from these three engines into account, the mean
:"ii. I obtained on the acceptance tests of production configuration
,:._i R_ketdyne engines is as follows:
_ .._,_, Average Isp (26 tests,
_._.._: 13 engines) 309•0 seconds
!:: Isp standard deviation on the 26 tests +0 60 seconds
Standard deviation of the run to run differences in I
sp
+0.53 seconds
It may be seen that the run to run variations obtained on the
Bell an_ Rocketdyne engine tests are similar: the repeatibility
characteristics of the two test facilities may be therefore
assumed to be essentially the same. To find out if there was
, any bias between the two test facilities, Rocketdyne engine
_ ,__ #0005A was installed in the Bell engine test stand, and two
_ _ acceptance tests,' two performance tests (all of 15 second
_ i! duration) and a full M.D•C. test series were complete_ The
,_, 17
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propellants ware not heli_un saturated on any of these tests.
The results of these tests are summarized on Chart 5 and I ,
thrust and mixture ratio data obtained from-the Reno, Br_v_ p
and Bell test facilities are plotted on Chart 6. The values
of specific impulse obtained on these tests are as follows:
LSp Second
Brav.__._ooPredicted Isp from. in_sctor test C* 309.0
; Ren_..__oTest #181, Isp uncertainty _. 35 sec. 309.3
'_ Test #182, Isp uncertainty _.35 sec. 308.2.
Bell Test #497, first acceptance 309.8
:_ Test #502, second accept_l_e 309.7
Test #503, first performance
;i, (High M.R ) 309 8
Test #504, second perfermance
•i (Low M.R. ) 309.7
,_ Test #505, 15 seconds into Z_.D.C. 309.3
2: I ,,
_ _ :_ It will be seen that the mean value of I .obtained for the
":L engine from its acceptance tests at RenoS_iffers from the Is_
"._ obtained of each of the acceptance tests by +0.55 seconds, P
_:,'! which is considerably greater than the I_ u_certainty given
i_ _ for these tests (_0.35 seconds). There _, however, very
I_i['i:i_ good agreement between the values of I predicted from the
Bravo tests, that measured on the firs_PReno test and the Bell
test results. It was therefore deduced that there is no
sensible bias betwe n the two test acilities.
2.4.2 Mission Duty Cycle Data
":' One problem in comparing I_ data obtained on
M.D.C. tests is that these tests are carried out with unsaturated
propellants at Bell, whereas Rocketdyne is required to use
propellants which have been fully saturated with helium. The
effect of using helium saturated propellants is to cause an
apparent drop in specific impulse of approximately 1 second.
Rocketdyne has found that there is a degradation!
/_ in the relative agreement between the two flow meters in series
. in each propellan_ feed line when saturated propellants are
...._'_ used. It is thought that this is caused by helium, coming
out of solution on passing through the upstream flow meters,
.,, L,.'
L_I.
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causing the downstream flow meters to read high. This results
in a reduction in indicated specific impulse. However, there
does also appear to be some true reduction in specific impulse
when helium saturated propellants are used, the magnitude of
which has not yet been determined.
A second problem in comparing Bell and Rocketdyne
M.D.CJ I data is that the Boll I is not corrected to
standardS_onditions, site flow rat_ and site vacuum thrust
being used to calculate their I . Hence, Bell M.D.C tests
which have been run at high ch_er pressure show high values
• of I and these results cannot be directly compared with
Rock_dyne data, unless the Rocketdyne tests have been ru_
under similar conditions and site vacuum performance is used
for the comparison. As an example, Bell qual. engine #104
(fitted with injector #E2C-108, which Was also used in qua1.
engine #103) had acceptance test values of Ia, of 309 3
seconds, but when this engine was run througM_a M,D.C_ test
at high chamber pressure, the 15 Second I value Was 311.0
: seconds, sp
Typical variations in I_ with run time during
M.D.C. tests are shown in Chart 2 8T Appendix (A).- Under
_ similar conditions, the variation in I_ during M.D.C. of
....:_ the Bell engine is greater than that o_erved on the Rocketdyne.
_! It iS also possible that the variability of the Bell engine,
under similar run conditions, is greater tha_ that of the
Rocke_dyne one. The effect of propellant temperature upon
ii chamber erosion rate and hence upon Io_ variation has not yet
been fully characterised, but it appe_s that the nominal tem-
:: perature of 70°F results in the greatest performance shifts:
_!_ both 40 and 100°F propellant temperature tests have less per-
_ formance shift, particularly in the case of the Bell engine.
Throat erosion during M.D.C. is stron%'.y influenced by the
amount of chamber run time prior to the start of M.D.C.
Minimum I occurs at the end of the M.D.C. The
greatest degradationS_bserved during M.D.C. tests, comparing
the final 460 second data slice with the 15 second one, was 1.55
seconds for Rocketdyne (DVT 201, 70°F propellant temperature)
and 3.1 seconds for Bell (qua1. 101).
2.5 Summary
2.5.1 There are several differences in the acceptance test
requirements which have to be met by the Bell and Rocketdyne
_i engines: the most important performance difference is that, un-
like Rocketdyne, Bell specifies run to run limits.
2.5.2 If Rocketdyne is required to meet run to run limits
on their engine tests, improved on site performance r_:duction
_i capability will be necessary.
.
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2.5.3 The performance reduction programs used by
Bell and Rocketdyne, though uaing difforent techniques, give
comparable corrections of acceptance test results. However,
the specific impulse corrections when applied ta off limit
test data are not directly comparable.
2.5.4 Rocketdyn_ M.D.C. engine tests are carried
out using helium saturated propellants= the Bell tests do not
normally use saturated propellants. This means that M.D.C.
results cannot be directly compared, even if the tests
_ carried out under the same interface condit ons.
2.5.5 The acceptance test I data obtained on the
Bell and Rocketdyne facilities may bSPdirectly compared,
there being no sensible bias or diKference-in variability
between the two engine test stands.
2.5.6 The mean specific impulse obtained on twenty
acceptance tests of ten Bell engines is 310.0 seconds, standard
deviation +0.65 seconds.
2.5.7 The mean specific impulse obtained on twenty six
amceptance tests of thirteen Rocketdyne engines is 309.0 seconds.
standard deviation +0.60 seconds.
;: _:; 2.5.8 The Rocketdyne calculated _°_ uncertainty is
_i_ anindication of the calibration repeatibi_ty of the instrument-
ation system: it is not a realistic quantitative measure of the
actual specific impulse uncertainty under flight conditions.
2.5.9 The true quantitative effect upon engine specific
_ impulse of helium in the propellants is not presently known.
2.5.10 Unlike the TRW LM descent engine, no attempt is
i: made to predict the throat area changes of a LM ascent engine
during M.D.C. from that engine's compatibility acceptance test
: data.
2.5.11 Under similar conditions, the Bell engine
shows a greater change in specific impulse during M.D.C.
than the Rocket_yne one. However, for neither engine are the
effects of change in interface conditions upon specific impulse
during M.D.C. adequately characterised.
2.5.12 Suggested criteria for the LM ascent engine
acceptance tests are given in Appendix (B). For these criteria
to be properly utilized, further tests are required to adequately
characterise the engine's performance under M.D.C. conditions
::_ and to correlate engine and barrel data.
_ _'_ 20
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Appendix (A)| Present_tion on performance comparison
The attached charts were produced by C. Verschoore and
J. P. B. Cuffs for the LM AsCent Engine Program Review team
(Re_erenee 12) and are discussed in the following notess
. AM AscOt En_!rke Performance Summary Chart. The
ef£iciency) values are not strictly comparable, due
rent pressure tap locations and _njector end pressure
to total pressure conversion constants. Therefore, the
difference of 0.69% in C*_ simply means that the Bell engine
would be expected to h_v_ a slightly higher specific impulse
and not necessarily one precisely 1.8 seconds hlghe_.
The 15 second acceptance test data are directly comparable.
These data are obtained fmom two tests on ten engines for
_, both Bell and Rocketdyne. The standard deviations of the 20
I values are + 0.65 seconds (Bell) and + 0.59 seconds
(_eketdyne) . -
_: The normalized results of the Rocketdyne and Bell performance
reduction programs may be directly compared if data from
acceptance tests are used, since these tests are carried out
_.'..'' under conditions which are close to nominal. The Bell accep-
_'_ tance data are shown plotted out on chart 4, the Rocketdyne
.... on chart 3.
., The instrumentation uncertainty value of 2 seconds is essen-
._,_ tially a subjective estimate, obtained by rounding the Bell
3 _ uncertainty estimate tO a whole number. Only M.D.C. tests
_! using propellants at 70°F have been used in the calculations
.!:i of integrated specific impulse. This temperature appears to
_' result in the greatest change in Is_ during M.D*C.: 40°F and
. P
_".ii i00 P propellant temperature M.D.C. tests show less performance
_ shift. The effect of the helium saturation used in the
Rocketdyne M.D.C. tests has been corrected for to allow both
contractor M.D.C. tests to be d/reetly compared.
The end of M.D.C. I has also been taken from the same two
tests for each eont@_ctor.
Chart 2. Performanc@.Degradation During M.D.C. The greater
shift in performance during the M.D.C. is a characteristic
of the Bell engine. This characteristic is confirmed by the
"ii., greater change in measured throat area observed on the Bell
engine. However, the measured change in throat area, and
' : hence in nozzle area ratio, does not account for all of the
observed shift in performance! the effect of erosion on the
23
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nozzle contour also causes some reduction in performance.
Chart 3, Rocketdyne Acceptance I Data. The data are
_O_--_e fih_l--(15 SeCopd_ -time--'_ple_-_f two acceptance
_ests on ten dlffevAn_ production configuration engines.
Mean Isp Of the 20 testS1 308.% seconds
Isp standard deviation on th_ 20 tests" + 0.59 seconds
Standard deviation of the run to run differences in Isp,
i0 englnes| + 0.56 second_
I
Chart 4 Bell Acceptance I__ Data. The data are from thefinal ._5 Second% time ,ampZ_ o_'_wo acceptance tests on
ten alfferent production configuration engines.
Mean Isp Of the 20 tests: 310.0 seconds
Isp standard deviation on the 20 tests + 0.65 seconds
Standard deviation of the run to run differences in Isp,i0 engines" + 0.61 seconds.
From Charts 3 and 4, it may be seen that the Bell engine has
a slightly higher specific impulse. The run to run and engine
to engine repeatability data for the two contractors are com-
parable.
Chart ,5-7. Rocketdyne engine #0005A, after acceptance test
at Reno, was insualled in the Bell engine facility. Four
15 second performance and one full M.D.C. test were carried
out. The propellants were not saturated w_th helium on any
of these tests. The results snow that there is no signi-
ficant bias between the two test facilities: it has already
been shown that their repeatability was comparable. The
predicted specific impulse (Chart 5) is calculated form the
mean value of C* obtained on the injector tests at the
Bravo facility. The two Rocketdyne acceptance tests show
a greater variation in I_ than do the Bell tests, the first
Rocketdyne acceptance te_ and the Bravo predicted I_.
values. It is therefore probable that the Is. on thM_second
Rocketdyne acceptance test is in error: the Rocketdyne
calculated I s uncertainty on the acceptance tests on this
engine was + _.35 seconds, yet the difference in the Ispon the two _ests was 1.1 seconds.
The thrust vector shift characteristic of the Rocketdyne
_+ engine was confirmed on the M.D.C. test at the Bell facility.This shift is caused by the uneven ablation and erosion which
24
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occurs in the Rocketdyne chamber, a result of the asymmetr_
injector design. By of£set dr&lllng the mounting bushes by
0.100", Rocketdyne considers that the engine thrust center
llne can be kept within the speolfloatlo_-llm_t of 0.3" of
the thrust chamber center llne.
Chart 8. Pg,r£ormancs Rvaluat_on Conaluslonsg This chart
S-d-mm_fIzos--t:h-8-_n-_Ofma_-_on9_[v_h_i-n_C-hir_tS_-lthrough 7.
25
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appendix B. Su@_ested qriteriafor LM Ascent en@ine accep_t@nae '
tests
The following criteria are based on an input by J. P. B. Cuffo
to the LM Ascent engine performance evaluation report given
by C. Versahoore to the ascent engine program review team in
April 1968. (Reference 11). Specific numerical limits are not
given, since these requirements are intended to be used as a
basis for discussion. For these criteria to be valid an'd for
their full benefi_ to be utilized, sufficient quantitative in-
formation must be available to be--able to:
a) Correlate C* and compatibility data obtained from
engine and barrel testsu
b) Define the effect of variations in:
: Chamber pressure ,
Mixture ratiO
Prop e!lant temperature
: Propellant helium content
':i Upon each of the following:
i Specific impulse
Thrust
Corrected mixture ratio
Chamber compatibility and throat erosion
34
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SUGGESTED CRITERIA FOR ACCEPTANCE TESTS
i. In_ator Test.
Liner tests, of 15 second duration. A diagram of the
liner thrust chamber assembly is attached.
Minimum of four valid tests, with no hardware changes.
For the Rocketdyne injector, the first test is not to be con-
sidered valid, to allow for the effects of the filters bedding
down.
Limited range of allowable test conditions (interface
pressures, pressure differences, propellant temperatures and
temperature differences). Propellants to be temperature con-
_ ditioned, but not helium saturated.
iil Mixture ratio limits and minimum value of C* to be
ii::::_ specified, for data corrected to nominal conditions. (Standard
!:_ i _ performance data, using the Rocketdyne definition).
.?! Accuracy criteria to be specified. The resulting
.... uncertainties in corrected mixture ratio and C* to be subtracted
:, from the allowable mixture ratio range and added to the minimum
: ; allowable C* respectively.
•:...._ Repeatability limits on mixture ratio and C* to also
""_i_:':,_••_J: be specified, possible by giving a maximum allowable value for
'i:_: the standard deviation of these parameters (+ 0.2%?). Penalty
.... tests in excess of the four required may be _ecessary to meet
.:_.. this standard deviation limit. Alternatively, maximum allow-
, able variations in corrected mixture ratio and C* to be
specified.
2. Compatibility Test
One barrel test, of 500 second duration. A diagram of
barrel thrust chamber assembly is attached.
• _: Same test conditions as for injector tests, including
..... propellants not helium saturated.
'' Quantitative data on effective throat area changes to
_i be used for flight prediction of thrust, specific impulse and
• H
, _: _:.:., thrust vector variations.
;- 35
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No hardware changes to injector and valve assemblies.
Gouging and erosion limits to be sp6cified.
Agreement with injector test mixture ratio required.
Accuracy criteria to be specified.
3. Engine Acceptance Tests
A minimum of two 15 second tests. No hardware
changes to injector, propellant lines or valve assembly.
Same inlet Conditions as for injector tests_
together with a maximum cell pressure limit. Propellants not
helium saturated.
Thrust (resultant and vector) limits-and minimum
value of I°. to be specified for data corrected to nominal
conditions"TStandard performance data, using the Rocketdyne
definition). Predicted Io_ (from injector C* te_ts)and mean
value of Standard performance I._obtained from engine tests
, to agree to within specified li_t (1/2 second?). Also agree-
;, ment with injector test mixture ratio and barrel test C*
:: (after making correlation correction) required.
Accuracy criteria to be specified. The resulting
'/k
• uncertainties in corrected thrust and I to be subtracted
from the allowable th_mst range and add_ to the minimum
?'_ allowable Isp respectively.
:iii: Repeatability limits on thrust, thrust vector
_:, and I_. to also be specified. If these differ by more than
specified amount on two tests, additional penalty tests to
be carried out (Bell procedure).
I ! 36
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3.0 TRW LM Descent Engine (June 1968)
3.1 Introduction
The wade thrust range (10rl) and low thrust chamber
pressure at minimum-thrust (approximately 12 psia) result in
speclal-di£ficulties in measuring the performance of this
engine. Prediction of the engine's performance during a full
mission duty cycle is complicated by the large amount of
throat erosion which occurs (up to 20%) and by the engine's
sensitivity to small changes in interface conditions.
A description of the methods used to determine'
• the vacuum specific impulse of the TRW engine is summarized
in Section 3.2, togethe_ With full details of the acceptance
test performance criteria. Performance analysis is discuased
:: in Section 3.3 and available results are presented in Section
3.4.
3.2 Acceptance Test Procedures and Requirements
i 4 3.2.1 Test Procedures
!ii! A description of the LM descent engine acceptance
] test procedures is given in Reference i: full details of the
_: test plans and requirements are given in Reference 2. To
summarize, the engine's head end assembly (H.E.A.) is fitted
:: to a water cooled steel chamber and installed in one of the
,,," Vertical engine test stands (V.E.T.S.). After calibration,
•_:.. two satisfactory acceptance tests are required. With the
• H.E.A. fitted to a chamber with a fiber glass throat, two
compatibility test firings are then carried out. The "TI_ _
; _:_ t_me", a quantitative measure of the erosion characterls_s
_: of each H.E.A., is determined on these tests. This "T12 n
time" _s the time taken to erode the fiber glass throa£ _rea
by 20% when the H.E.A. is run under nominal conditions at
F.T.P. Finally, the H.E.A. is installed on its flight
ablative chamber and the complete engine is acceptance tested
in the high altitude test stand (H.A.T.S.). Two satisfactory
acceptance tests are again required.
The V.E.T.S. and H.A.T.S. facilities at the TRW
,/i Capistrano test site (C.T.S.) are primarily intended as per-
_ formance, rather than as propulsion system development,
test stands The emphasis is on steady state performance
:i accuracy, not on vehicle simulation. Unlike the LMD stage
39
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propulsion system, which uses helium, nitrogen is sed to
pressurize the propellant tanks on both the V.E.T.S. and
H.A.T.S. facilities. The _ngine's qualification test pro-
gram (Reference 3) was also carried out at C.T.S.
3.2.2 Acceptance Test Re_ulrements
0nly performance requirements will be dis-
cussed in this section. All the information presented is
from Reference 2.
Thrust Vector Alignment - Displacement of the geometric
thrust vector line from the engine reference llne at the
gimba__ plane must be less than 0.050 inches. Angular de-
viation of the geometric thrust vector I/_le from-the englne
: reference line z_ust be less than 0.20 degrees of arc. The
engine's thrust vector alignment is not measured on the
test stand (a single thrust load cell is used at H.A.T.S.)
but is optically determined.
Specific Impulse - The best estimate of H.A.T.S. vacuum
specific impulse at nominal interface conditions and with
ii zero throat erosion must be equal to or greater than:
_i_ 304.0 seconds at F.T.P.
_ 298.5 seconds at 50% thrust
:_ 294.5 seconds at 25% thrust
_ These limits are for normalized test data: estimated measure-
_: ment uncertainty does not have to be subtracted from the test
_ results. The estimated uncertainty in measured vacuum specific
_i impulse, obtained from Reference 5, is shown in Figure 1
_ Using these uncertainty values, the 3o'minimum levels of
_ specific impulse given by the acceptance test criteria are:
;_ 303.3 seconds at F.T.P
297.3 seconds at 50% thrust
291.6 seconds at 25% thrust
F.T.P. Thrust - The best estimate of vacuum thrust after 5
seconds operation at F.T.P.. + the 3O-measurement uncertainty,
must be within the band of 9,712 to 10,027 lb. The 3_--measure-
merit uncertainty of vacuum thrust at F.T.P. is given in Refer-
ence 5 aS 0.16% or 16 lb. The best estimate of vacuum thrust,
.... after 5 seconds operation at F.T.P., must therefore be within
the band of 9729 to 10,011 lb.
_i Thrust Repeatibility - The difference between the values of
vacuum thrust, corrected to nominal conditions, obtained after
• _• 5 seconds at F.T.P. on the two acceptance tests must be less
_/ than or equal to 70 lb.
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Mixture Ratio - The best estimate of mixture ratio, after
5 seconds operation and corrected to nominal conditions,
will be calculated from both V.E.T.S. and H.A.T.S. data
separately• These estimates of mixture ratio, Z their 3_"
measurement uncertainty, must both lie within the following
limits:
1.6:1 + 0.014 at F.T.P.
: 1.6:1 _ 0.025 at 50% thrust
":_ 1 6:1 _ 0 035 at 25% thrust
_ 1•6:1 + 0.i00 at 10% thrust
- -- 0. 045
[.
These mixture ratio limits are shown plotted in Figure 2.
:i_ The values of 3a'measurement uncertainty were obtained
from Figures A-13 through A-16 of Reference 13. Though
i_ Reference 13 is dated August, 1966, the engine acceptance
iliI test reports (Reference 9) show that the 3G'measurement
:.i uncertainty _alues given in this reference are still used
//_.i for acceptance criteria.
Compatibility - The T12 n times on the two compatibility
ii _:_ testsmust both exceea 75.0 seconds.
_:?;_ There is no GAEC criterion for Values of C* obtained on the
i_ _ V.E.T.S_ tests• However, TRW lists C* performance data in
i_? the engine acceptance test reports and combin_s these data
' With H.A.T.S I and C* measurements to calculate a "merged"
/_!i! I estim,ate. _e method used for this calculation is de-n ,,
' _:_i s_ibed mn Reference i. Both merged and H.A.T.S. I
values are listed in an engine's acceptance test repog_,
i:>_::,_ but GAEC uses only the H.A.T.S. data for their acceptance
:_ criteria.
i_:!! There is also no GAEC criterion for a minimum value of average
M.D•C..I s . TRW predicts the throat area changes and
specific _mpulse of each engine during a standard M.D.C.,
giving the results of these predictions in the engine's
acceptance test report (see Section 3.3) but these results
are for information only and are not used as a basis for
engine acceptance.
_:, 3.3 Performance Analysis
/i!, The methods used to normalize acceptance test
_ data to standard conditions are given in Reference i. Be-
:, cause acceptance tests are carried out under conditions which
'l_'i 41
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are maintained very clOse to the standard Values, the magni-
tude of the normalization corrections are small, in the
order of only 0.i seconds in specific impulse.
3.3.1 Performance Analysis at Off Nominal Conditions
USing performance data obtained from qualification
test configuration LM descent engines (Reference 3), a set of
influence cOefficients were calculated and included in
Reference 4, Volume 1. These influence coefficients are listed
in Table 1 and are plotted in Figures 3, 4 and 5. These
figures show the effect of a unit change in independent vari-
able upon a dependent variable. The independent variables
considered are oxidizer and fuel inlet pressures (p.s.i.)
oxidizer and fuel inlet temperatures (°F) ar,U throat area
(%). The dependent variables are vacuum specific impulse
(seconds), vacuum thrust (lb.) and mixture ratio. It will be
seen that the engine's characteristics in the throttled region
are usually different from those obtained at F.T.P. When
throttled, flow into the engine is controlled by conditions
at the cavitating flow contrnul valves, variation in thrust
chamber conditions having no effect. On the other hand, at
F.T.P. the engine flo_ rates are determined by the hydraulic
_:?_! resistances and pressure drops through the feed systems and
are therefore inflne/Ic_d by changes in thrust chamber con-
ditions.
Specific Impulse (Figure 3)
Change in throat area appears to have a constant
effect upon specific impulse, irrespective of throttle setting.
At the end of M.D.C., an engine with a low, though still
acceptable, T12 n time might be expected to have its throat
area increasea By some 20%, resulting in a reduction of 5.2
seconds in specific impulse. At F.T.P., variations in engine
inlet temperature and pressures have little effect upon
specific impulse. However, when throttled, these variables
appear to have a strong effect on specific impulse. In fact,
at 10% thrust, a change of I°F in propellant temperature is
predicted to change specific impulse by as much as 1 second.
No explanation is offered for these very high temperature
gains and it is suggested that at present they be considered
suspect.
Thrust (Figur.e 4)
At F.T,P., increase in throat area results in an
increase in propellant flow rate sufficient to cause an increase
:_i _ in thrust, despite the lower specific impulse. When throttled,
'_. increase in throat area has no effect upon flow rates, so
:: 4 2
_" "_": - " : _-: "--= -i-._-_'_--_Vi._."'-TrT---__i,. :_ )_-- ' "" "-'--- "_-.l--J_. ,. -_'- -h _.: ._;." .... " T'-'_'--".,'._ -,.-" _'; . =, "_._'_::""_-'_--:_-=._-'w'_'s_'_T"_
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there is a decrease in thrust because of the specific impulse
degradation. The percentage change in thrust due to change
in propellant inlet ter_perature and pressures is approximate-
ly the same during F.T.P. and throttled operation.
Mixture Ratio (Fi@ure 5)
Throat area ch_:nge has no effect upon mixture
ratio. The effect of change in inlet pressure upon mixture
ratio is twice as high at F.T.P. as when the engine is
throttled. At F.T.P., the effect of a difference between
fuel and oxidizer inlet pressDres is considerable: if both
inlet pressures increase or decrease by 1 psi, the effect
on mixture ratio is negligible, but if one inlet pressure
Was increased and the other decreased by 1 psi, there would
be a shift of 1% in mixture ratio.
3.3.2 Prediction of Throat Area Chan@es Durin@ M.D.C.
The effect of change in throat area upon engine
performance was discussed i_ the previous section. The pre-
diction of throat area change during M.D.C. is performed by
the Victory VII computer program (References 6 and 7). This
_::, program is based upon a regression analysis of data obtained\
ii_ on the qual B tests (Reference 3). This analysis shows
_ that the r_te of change of throat area at any time is a
function of the sum of the following factors:
-4.9
_ • _TI20 time)
_:_ • Amount of throat erosion which has already
_ taken place
:::: • Throttle settingi__
I i!!il • Mixture ratio and i_lj ector _P ratio
• Total impulse already produced by engine
The T_9 n time is measuled for every engine on acceptance test:
the o£n_r four factor are determined by how the engine is
operated during M.D. C.
The following examples give an indication of the
approximate quantitative effect upon the rate of change of
throat area due to variation in some of these factors:
' • L._rease in mixture ratio from 1.6 to 1.7
•: increases throat erosion rate by a factor of 4.
• Decrease in propellant temperature from 90 to
!_iiI 50°F increases throat erosion rate by a factor
!'_! of 2.
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• Qual Engine #4 (T_9 n time 80 seconds) had
50% more throat sESSion on a full M.D.C.
_: than did Qual Engines #5 (T1o 0 time 130. 5
seconds) and #6 (TI20 time 9_.5 seconds)•
/
3.3.3 Uncertainty Analysis
_:_ In Reference 8, the following values of iO"
: specific impulse uncertainty are q_qted.
•_ • Uncertainty in specific impulse-measurenent
_:ii!,! on acceptance test + 0.52 seconds• This
value is in r_n_nahl_, agreement with Figure i.
......I_:_ • Engine run to run variability, + 0.A6 Seconds.
: _:_: • Uncertainty in prediction of actual engine
• operating conditions during M.D.C + 0 54
_ seconds.
- .?_j
;:i_i: • Uncertainty in prediction of change in specific
_: impulse during M.D.C with assumed operating
_•_'_.; conditions + 0.40 seconds. This value is in
_ good agreement with Section 3.4.2.
'! _lii!_i:i•!iii eEngine to engine variability + 0.91 seconds.
If flight performance predictions are made using individually
selected engines, then the 10 _ uncertainty for the in-
flight specific impulse prediction is the root sum square of
the first four items, which is + 0.97 seconds. However, if
flight performance predictions are made on the basis that
any engine which has passed acceptance test could be used,
_: the engine to engine variability has to be included in the
' prediction uncertainty. In this case, the i_" uncertainty
i_ for the in-flight specific impulse prediction is the root
_' sum square of all of the uncertainties and variabilities,
i_: 9_hich is + 1.33 seconds.
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i_':: 3 4 Results
3.4.1 Acqeptance Test Specific Impulse Data
TRW LM Descent Engine Specific Impulse
Predicted
Acceptance Test Data (Reference 9) Average
- (sec) on
Engine # Date T120(sec) FTP Lsp 50% 25% (Reference 8)
*! 1015 1/24/68 100.1 303.0* 299.1 295.3
10-20 4/19/67 89.7,94.3 304.4 300.4 294.1" 301.6 (O.K.)
1021 7/14/66 73.0,72.5 305.0 294.0* 297.8
1023 (qual #7) 302.3* 299.0 294.1 299.56
i024 (qual #6) 5/9/61 96.5 303.7* 300.7 298.7 301.3 (O.K.)
:_ 1015(qual #4) 304.8 299.1 299.4 300.0
1025 (c) (qua1#8) 4/28/67 30.4 304.5 301.3 297.2 300.74
>_ i026 (LM-I) 5/12/67 116.6, 303.7* 297.9* 297.9 300.92
' "_ 108 •6
' _<_: 1028 6/2/6'2 85.5,84.1 303.2* 300.7 297.-3 300.3
' 1030 (LM-3) 12/5/67 83.0,78.9 303.0* 299.1 295.5 300.0
, .,_:. i034 (qual #5) 3/3/67 102.8, 303.8* 301.5 298.5 301.92 (O.K.)
::: 104.2-
:!_
:!; i036 299.2
_ii I037 (LM-2) 6/20/67 97.9, 304.2 301.4 297.1 301.4 (O.K.)
.,:-_: 108.5
:: i038 (q_ 8/6/67 86.7,90.9 303.6* 299.4 295.5 300.2
.!!_.,
_._!" 1039 12/2/67 81.9,82.0 303.3* 300.8 295.5 300.0
_ 1042 3/15/68 91.4,83.0 302.6* 300.4 297.2 300.8
Acceptance Test Minimum Requirements
I
1304.0 298.5 294.5 298.8 (NOTE)
75.0,75.0
I
: *Do not Satisfy acceptance test minimum requirements.
_. (O.K,) Greater than or equal to 301 3 seconds, the 97 5% probability
,,_ , •
criteria for the LLM-5 M.D.C. (Reference 8) .
: NOTE: This prediction was made assuming lowest allowable level of thrust
. t!. :_ at F.T.P., highest allowable value of mixture ratio when throttled
.._,' and worst case injector pressure drop (as observed on #1025),
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All of the engines had adequate TI20 times.
Most of the engines were accepted With a
waiver on their specific impulse. All cases of acceptance
test specific impulse being below minimum requirements are
marked *. It will be seen that every engine acceptance
t&_=ed after June 1967 was below m_mum required specific
impulse at F.T.P.
In Reference 8, the minimum specification
average Io, requirement for the LLM duty.cycle is quoted
as 299.4 _conds. This average I_, requlrement is not
included in the acceptance test c_[teria for the engine.
In fact, if a LLM-5 M.D.C. analysis is carried out using
the minimum acceptable values of Is and T12 E , an average
I,n of 298.8 seconds is predzcted. PThe one sigma (1G-)
u_ertainty _n M.D.C. average I_ for any particular engine
(that is, excluding engine to e_ine variability) is given
in Section 3.3._as + 0.97 seconds. Taking an uncertainty
of 1.96 C_--, to give--a 97.5% probability that the real average
Th_ will exceed the required minimum of 299.4 seconds_ the
p_dicted average I _ must exceed &.value of 299.4 + 1.96 X
_ .97 or 301.3 second§_ Of the 14 engines whose average I on
_;:_ the LLM-5 M.D.C. has been calculated, only four (4) meetS_r
exceed this criteria of 301.3 seconds, even though three
of these four engines faile_ to meet all of the acceptance
. test I requirements. All four of these engines were
acceptance tested prior to July 1967 and are marked (O.K.)
The discrepancy between the required average
I and that which could be obtained from an engine which
m_ts the acceptance test requirements will be noted. The
predicted average I=_ from an engine with a T12 n time of
75 seconds and acce_£ance test speciflc impul§e'values of
304.0 (F.T.P.), 298.5 (50%) and 294.5 (25%) is 298.8 seconds.
Taking into account the 1.96o-" uncertainty of 1.9 seconds,
this value is 2.5 seconds lower than the vehicle requirement
of 299.4 seconds, despite the fact that the engine would have
passed its acceptance tests with no waiver.
3.4.2 M.D.C. Specific Impulse Data
Six engines were used in the Phase B qualifi-
cation test program. The predicted and actual values of
average n.D.C, specific impulse obtained on these qua1 engines
are listed below. The predictions were car/led out using the
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ViCtory VI program, which, has since been updated to the Victory
VIIa (Reference 6, 7). The predictions for the LLM-5 M.D.C.,
which is a different duty cycle from that to which the qualSfi-
cation engines were tested, were made by a more rigorous program
than the victory vI, which accounts for the slight differences
in predicted average Isp.
Average Isp on M.D.C. (Second_
(Actual -
E_gine # Predicted Actual Difference Predicted)
I m i lJi|ll
1025 (q_al 4) 300.5 301.0 +.5
1034 (qual 5) 301.3 300.6 -.7 '
1024 (qua1 6) 300.8 300.8 0
1023 (qua1 7) 298.9 298.6 -.3
1025(c) (qual 8) 299.5 299.2 -.3
1038 (qua1 9) 300.4 300,7 +.3
Standard Deviation +.45 seconds
_iii_ 3.4.3 Performance on Recent Engines
It was noted in Section 3.4.1 that every engine
acceptance tested during the last year was only sccepte_ With
a waiver on F.T._. specific impulse: in the case of one engine
(1042) the specific impulse was 1.4 seconds low. TRW have been
actively investigating the reasons for the apparent loss of some
0.7 seconds in specific impulse at F.T.P. which has been occurring
i_ during th_ last year (References i0, 12).
The biggest single cause identified has been the
ballistic calibration* of the engine flow meters, instead of the
weigh tank method previously employed. A description of these
two calibration systems is given in Reference i. Presently,
ballistic calibration of the flow meters is not used and the
old method of weigh tank calibration is now employed. In Ref-
erence 12, TRW accounts for approximately half of the observed
reduction in specific impulse to be due to the change in flow
meter calibration methods. It is not known which of _hese two
methods gives the more accurate results. TRW accounts for a
change of 0.2 seconds in specific impulse because of _ syJtem-
atic change in fuel _pecific gravity.
: 47
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A further performance anomaly is the apparent
1% (50 £t./sec.) reductlo_ in F.T.P. chazacterlstic velocity
observed on H.E.A. tests in the V.E.T.S. facility. This
reduction in performance, if true, would be expected to result
in a reductio_ of some 3 seuonds in specific impulse, which has
not been observed. TRW has investigated, and eliminated, the
following sources of the C* reduction (Reference 12)z
Chamber pressure measurement
Flow measurement
Data reduction
Propellant composition
Propellant leakage
Injector hardware
V.E.T.S. hardware
Presently. TRW has not resolved the reasons
for this apparent reduction in C*, despite a thorough investi-
gation which is still being carried out. This investigation
includes the sampling of propellants during a te3t, to see if
there is any nitrogen entrained or in solution.
3.5 Summary
3.5.1 The engine acceptance t£st criteria for _pecific
impulse, unlike the _rlterla fur thrust and mixture ratio, do
not require the 3G-- measurement uncertainty to be added or sub-
tracted from the test data.
3.5.2 The engine acceptance test criteria for specific
impulse and throat erosion (T19 n time) do not guarantee the
requirement for 299.4 seconds _erage specific impulse over
the LLM duty cycle. _n acceptable engine could have a true
average specific impulse which Was 2.5 seconds low.
3.5.3 D_e to throat erosion, the specific in_ulse
of an engine may degrade by some 5 seconds during full LLM duty
cycle.
3.5.4 At F.T.2. setting, the engine's mixture ratio
is strongly affected by differences in engine interface pressures,
a difference of 2 psi causing a shift of some 1% in mixture ratio.
3.5.5 Operating conditions have a strong effect upon
throat erosion rate. For example, a decrease An propellant
temperature from 90 to 50 ° F doubles the erosion rate and an
increase in mixture ratio from 1.6 to 1.7 causes the erosion
raue to be increased by a factor of 4.
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3.5.6 Taking into account n_asurement, run to run,
prediction and operating environment uncertainties, the l o--
uncertainty in prediction o_ average speci£ic impulse for any
one engine is approximately _ i00 seconds.
3.5.7 Every engine acceptance tested after June 1967
had a upeciflc impulse at F.T.P. which was below the minimum
acaeptance test crit_r_ v_lue (30A.0 seconds).
3,5.8 Out of 14 production configuration _ngines, only
four have a predicted average Io, which is adequate to satisfy
! the LLM-5 requirement of 299.4 _conds with 97.5% probability.
3.5.9 During the last year, there has been an apparent
r_duction of 0.7 seconds in engine specific impulse, The
reasons for this reduction are being actively investigated by
TRW, but have not yet been fully resolved.
3.5.10 More recently (during the last few months) there
has bee_ a reduction of approximately 1% in the characteristic
velocity measured on the head end assembly tests, which has not
been confirmed by a similar reduction in specific impulse when
these h_ad end assemblies are fired in the _ngine test stand.
: This anomaly is presently being investigated by TRW, but has
£ _ not yet been resolved.
iL <.",:..
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4.0 AeroJet SPS En@_ne (September 1968)
4.1 Introduction
Unlike the manufacturers of the other engines used
in the spacecraft primary propulsion systems (TRW, Bell and
Rouketdyne)_ Aerojet has no altitude simulation facilities
at Sacramento suitable fo_ testing the SPS engine and there-
fore must predict engine specific impulse from injector per-
formance data.
A summary of injector and engine acceptance test
procedures and requirements is given An Section 4.2. Pert
, formance analysis is discus&ed in Section 4.3 and available
results £rom production ensines are presented in Section 4.4.
A comparison between AeroJet SPS and Rocketdyne LM AsCent
engine inJectcr performance variability is included in
Section 4.5, together with an evaluation of the AeroJet method
of determining altitude specific impulse when applied to
, other spacecraft engines•
<., 4.2 Acceptance Test Prooedures and Requirements
_ Pull details of the acceptance test procedures
':' and requirements a.-e given in Reference 3 (Injector tests)
_:i and Reference 4 (Engine tests).
' Because AeroJet does not have the facilities for
•:_i firing the SPS engine under simulated altitude conditions,
i : engine specific impulse performance is derived indirectly
from injector test data, using an empirical correlation factor
obtained from the Block II engine qualification test program
!i_ run at AEDC Tullahoma (References 5 through 7). Specific
impulse for production engines is therefore determined on
their injector acceptance tests (4.2.1) but thrust and mixture
ratio are obtained from-the results of the engine acceptance
tests (4.2.3).
4•2.1 Injector Acceptance Tests
i, The injector is fitted to an uncooled steel chamber
ii:: of 1.5:1 area ratio. All flight injectors so far tested have
been fired in the same steel chamber, #004• These tests are
_ carried out under local ambient pressure conditions There
is provision for temperature conditioning the propellants but
57
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not for-helium saturating them. _ropellant tanks are
pressurized With nitrogen_
These tests have to b_ carried out under the
following conditions, where 'Old' refers to the requirements
for the inJe@tors which have been tested to date and 'New'
defines the oondltions for injectors which will be tested
in the future.
Required Test Conditions Ol_d Ne__.ww
Nu_er of tests 4 (Minimum) Same
Test Duration, seconds 5 + 2
-0 Sam_
Chamber pressure, psia 97 +--3 99 + 3
Mixture ratio, o/f 1.6 + 0.02 1.6 + 0.05
. Chamber temperature above 50 (Maximum) Same
._ ambient, °F
Propellant inlet temperature, 70 + 30 ° 70 + I0 °
: i _i _"i • F - -
...2
Difference between propellant i0 ° (Maximum) Same
•_. temperatures, °F
_i Data summary period from start 2.5 to 4.4 Same
_._ command, seconds
"* Chamber cooling time between Not Specified i0
tests, minutes.
Nominal In_ector operatin@ Conditions
The measured (site) values of C* are corrected to
the following standard conditions: 99 psia chamber pressure
1.6:1 mixture ratio
70°F propellant temperature
This correction is carried out by means of a covariance
/ equation (see Figure I) which is derived from empirical data
!_i obtained on a Mod O injector. It will be seen that using the
: old propellant temperature limits, the C* correction for tem-
perature could be as much as +48 ft/sec (2 1/2 seconds Ia,),
:i . where as with the new limits, this correction will be le_
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than 13 ft/sec, on the other hand, increasing the allowable
mixture ratio range from +0.02 to +-0.05 enables additional
dat_ to b_, used, which woi_id otherwise be rejected and only
increases the possible C* correction, due to mixture ratio,
from 6 to 13 ft/sec. These corrected values of C* are then
averaged l if the C* on any test differs from the average by
more than 19 fu/sec, then this test is ignored and a new
average calculated. Nominal altitude I is simpl_ obtained
by multiplying the average C* by 0.0533_ p which is the emplr-
Ical value of R (see Raference 1). Minimum altitude I s_ is
defined_s the nomlnal value of. Isp, less 1.5 seconds, P
The Aerojet injectors are classed into three grades,
using the following criteria: i
@ ME 270-0004-0002. Injectors whose minimum altitude
I is not less than 313.0 seconds (nominal I_. not less than
3_. 5 seconds). Engines using these injector_are planned
for use on the first two lunar landing missions.
I-ME 270-0004-0003. InjectOrs whose minimum altitude
I is not less than 311.0 seconds (nominal I.. not less than
3_.5 seconds), These injectors will be used_n later lunar
61 ! missions.
• ME 270-0004-0001. Injectors whose minimum altitude
I is not less than 310.5 seconds (nominal I_. not less than
:: 3_.0 seconds). These injectors will only be'_sed on earth
orbit missions.
• Injectors with a minimum altitude I of less than
;;_ 510.5 seconds (nominal I less _" ._ 312.0 seCOnds) are not
_ presently acceptable forS_light purposes.
4.2.2 Injector ComPatibilit _ Tests
A chamber of 1.5:1 or 6:1 area ratio of flight type
ablative materiai is used and one satisfactory test has to be
carried out under the following conditions:
Duration 305 + 5 seconds
Chamber Pressure 97 _ 5 psia
Mixture Ratio 1.6_I + 0.i (for last 290
-- seconds)
= 59
•,[
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'A '
AD injector's aompatlbillty is acceptable, so
long as there are no gouges or streaks of greater than
0.25 inch depth ir the ablative material after this test.
The same ahax_er may be used for several compatibility tests.
If an injector fails the compatibility test, it is probably
due to either an error in injector drJlllng or else to con-
tamlnatlon, so the injector _s decontaminated, inspected,
reworked if necessary and nan then be resubm_tte_ _Or com-
patibility tests.
4.2.3 gsts
The injector, food l£nos a_-ball valve assembly
are fitted to a work horse (not flight, as was stated in
Reference i) ablative thrust chamber. On those tests, the
engine feed system is calibrated to give the required thrust
and mixture ratio. The firings are carried out under local
ambient pressure, with the nozzle extension not fitted. The
calibrating tests, where the engine is orificed to give the
correct thrust and mixture ratio when firing in the upper,
dual and lower biprOpellant valve operation modes, are re-
ferred to as 'Balance firings'. Subsequent to the 'Balance
/_ firings', 'Acceptance firings' are carried out.
,,,,
The engine is mounted in a simulated service
module propulsion system for ':hose tests. Helium is used
for propellant tank pressuzi .._'on, though nitrogen is allow-
able for the ACCeptance tesus. Both the 'Balance' and
'A_ceptanae' firings are carried out under the same te_t con-
ditions.
Required Test Conditions:
Propellant Temperature 70°F +30°F
Fuel Temperature = oxidizer Temperatu_ +10°F
Propellant interface pressures (at engine start):
Oxidizer interface pressure 178 + 4 psia
Fuel interface pressure 178 + 4 psia
Difference between interface pressures4_4 psie
Propellant interface pressure (steady state).
Oxidizer interface pressure 162 + 4 psia
Fuel interface pressure 169 + 4 psia
Fuel interface pressure -
_ oxidizer interface pressure 7 + 2 psia
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Sequence of O._p_eration....., ... Durin_o _Tests
'_alan0e'.flrins ssque_e.
Rng_ne start open valve b_nk 'B'
Engine start + 4 (_'_) second opon valve bank 'A'
Rngln_ start + 7 (_'_) sooonds _lose valve bank 'B'
Engine start +ii (Z _) seconds close v_ivo bank 'A'
_ 'Aeceptanoo' Firin@ Sequsn_0,
,One i0 (_ ) seoond duration test with valve banks 'A' & 'g'
,, One 5 (! _) second duration test with valve bank 'A' unly
(_ _) second duration test with valve bank 'B' onlyOne 5
_ _ Nominal Engine Operatin_ Conditions
Pnopellant temperature 70oF
,",,,, Oxidizer interface pressure 163 psia
-,', Fuel interface pressure 169 psia
_ Combustion Chamber throat area 121.680 ins 2
_';_' Ambient pressure 0 _sia
;:.. A nominal value of throat area has to be used, since the abla-
?i. tire chamber that will be used for flight is fitted after the
• engine has completed its acceptance tests.
Details of the methods used to normalize engine acceptance
test data to nominal engine operating conditions are given in
Section 4.3.3. It will be seen that thrust on engine acceptance
tests is obtained from measured propellant flow rates and pre-
dicted specific impulse, which was determined on the injector
acceptance tests.
Required Performance on Engine Acceptance Tests:
i/-_ , , , ,
_,/., When engine acceptance test data are corrected to nominal
i_.i engine operating conditions, the following performance require-
;_,_,_ ments must be metz
"_"" ThruS.______t.Dual bore operation, 20,500 _ 205 ib (_ 1%)
.... Single bore operation, greater than 19,475 lb.
i_ii!! where "Dual bore operation" = both valve banks 'A' and 'B' open
00000002-TSAJJ
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:_ and "single bore operation" _ only valve bank tA' or 'B'
open.
Mi_tu____reratlq. Dual bore operat_c_n _ 1.60zl (±i 1/4%)
Single bore operation _
ODly one satisfactory acceptance test under each of the
three required modes of operation is necessary.
6!lcwa__ble_0_tlnq_f ProducgJ:enEn_99_s.
_nglne opo_atlon, during Balance and AcCeptance firSngs,
must not exceed the £ollow_n_ limits=
Allowable number o£ engine star_s i0 maximum
Allowable accumula_d englno run time i00 seconds, maximum
' 4.3 Performance Anal_s!s
_. 4.3.1 Injector C* Performance
.i Injector C* is defined asz Pc At. _ ft/sec.
,. •
_ where PC = Chamber pressure in psia measured at
injector pressure tap
_'_' sec 2
..,_ g = Gravitational constant = 32.174 ft/
J
"4:
_!,_. W = Total propellant flow rate ib/sec.
:ii.... At = Throat area of steel chamber in square
_"_ inches•
The throat area is measured prior to a test series and the
throat area on any test in that test series is the measured
value minus a correction factor. This correction factor is an
empirical curve fit of the observed change in throat area with
total run time on the steel chamber. From Figure 2 it will be
seen that the throat area on steel chamber 004 has decreased by
some 2 1/2% and it wi!l be noted that the injectors uzed to
determine the value of R (see Section 4•3.2) were all tested
when the throat area was approximately 2% more than it is at
//'_ present and was changing comparatively rapidly (1% in less
.._. than i00 seconds). All production injectors have been tested
._._. in this steel chamber. The test values of C* are then corrected
to nominal operating conditions (Section 4•2.1) using the
_:i :_._i! oovariance equation given in Figure i. These corrections for
...._'_" _' propellant temperature, chamber pressure and mixture ratio were
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obtained from performar_a characterisation tests carried out
on injector #097, which was a Mod 0 design. It will be seen
that chamber pressure changes have negligible effect upon C*,
but that redaction in _,ropellant temperature from nominal has
a very significant gain. Aorojet is confident that th& per-
formance ch'.raateristics of the Mod O and Mod IV injectors
a_e the same, but has proposed a test program to characterise
the Mod IV (Appendix C). Some of the changes _ron_ the Mod 0
to the Mod XV injector d_sign, which-mlght affect the injec-
tors ' charac ':erization, _are:
PPeroentags of film coolant: from 6.6 tO 5.3%.
e All Oxidizer orifices counter-bored to reduce L/D to<l.0
e All fuel orif._ces enlargedt some fuel orifices counter-
.! bored.
• Depth of radial baffles at tip extended from 2 to 4 inches.
4.3.2 Injector to En@ine Performance Correlation
_" Because Aerojet does not have the altitude test facil-
: ities which would allow them to carry out performance evalua-
' i_!i'_ tion t6sts on production engines under simulated high altitude
"': conditions, a method of predicting engine altitude performance
.:' on the basis of sea level test data had to be developed.
:_ Four Mod _V injectCrswere tested in the J-3 cell at
AEDC, Tullahoma: each injector wa_ tested in two fligh_ con-
figuration ablative thrust chambers fitted with the full nozzle
T, extension. Prior to being tested at AEDC, the performance
:,_'_ characteristics of the injectors had been obtained from tests
.. at Sacramento, where the injectors were fitted to a steel
.5i thrust chamber of 1.5:1 area ratio (Section 4.2.1). Thrust
:,:" was measured on these tests, so both injector C* and
specific impulse _in 1.5:1 area ratio chamber) were obtained.
When these injectors were tested at AEDCe and their vacut_a
specific impulse measured, correlation was made with both the
injector C* and Isp (1 5:1) calibration data in the following
way:
R = Isp (62.5:1 Vacuum)
C'in j
or
": K = Isp ), (C2.5:1 vacuum
.... - Isp (i.5•1 vacuum)
i{,4
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where: led (62.5:1 vacuum) = mean value of specific
impulse obtaihed from AEDC tests on one injector, corrected
to nominal conditions.
 1.5:1 vacuum) mean value of specific
impulse obtalne_ on injector performance calibration tests at
Sacramento, with injector fitted to 1.5:1 aroa ratio steel
chambor. Data corrected to nominal conditions.
C'in j _ mean value of C* obtained on injector
performanco callbr_ion tests at Sacramento (see Section 4.2.1).
Data corrected to nominal conditions.
Because the variability of K was found to be more than thmee
times that of R (Ref, 5) Aerojet decided to predict engine
vacuum performance on the basis of injector C* and not on
specific impulse measured on the 1.5:1 area ratio steel chamber.
A summary of the data obtained on the Block II engine
tests at AEDC is given in Table 1 on page 76.
It will be seen that there are changes in beth C*
, and I values in the da_a extracted from Reference 5, the
( i_i Aeroj_ Block II engine performance a_alysis report, and that
obtained from Reference 8, the Aerojet performance presentation
at MSC in February 1968. The differences in Iq_ (0.i sec)
are the result of the change in the 1.ominal ch_Aber
pressure from 97 to 99 psla (see Figure 5). The differences
in C* are primarily due to the use of the normalized curve fit
for the throat area of the steel chamber (Aerojet exPlaination
given at MSC p:esentation February 19_8). The revised C* values
not only reduce the va_iabili_y of the R factor by a factor
of two and a half, but also increase the numerical value of R;
presum_ly because of the re_ction in throat area obtained
on successive tests (Figure 2). The effoct of the increase in
R is to raise the pre_icted value of Is. for a production
injector by 0.35 seconds, 0.25 seconds _esulting from the
revised C* values and 0.1 seconds because o£ the increase in
nominal thrust chamber pressure to 99 ps_a.
2he tests using injectors 104, 115 and 103 were
also analysed by TRW (Ref. 5) and ARO (Ref. 6). Their normaliz-
ed specific impulse values have been adjusted to the revised
nominal chamber pressure of 99 psia. A comparison o_ the
AeroJet, TRW and ARO values of engine specific impulse, plotted
against injector C*, is shown in Figure 3. It may be seen that
for two of the three injectors analysed by ARO and TRW, the
data points lie on or outside of th_ Aerojet 3_'R factor limits.
i_.[_. The average value of specific impulse foz injectors 104, 115
" and 103 is also lower than that given by AeroJet: 0.7 seconds
and 0.5 seconds lower from the TRW and ARO calculations respective-
ly.
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The R factor is calculated on the assumption that
engine perlormance is only determined by its injector and
that the effect of change in thrust chamber can be ignored.
Figure 4 shows the AeroJet values of I_ (Reference 5,
corrected to 99 psia chamber pressure)_or each thrust
chamber plotted against injector C*. It will be seen that
tWo of the four injectors are within the + 3_'R factor
limits, one is on the + 30"R factor limit and one (injector
#115) is well outside Ef these limits. If R is calculated
for each thrust chamber/injector combination, then its'
value is not changed, but its standard deviation is increased
by a factor of three and a half to + 0.14%.
4,3.3 Engine Acceptance Test Performance
Engine thrust and mixture ratio values are obtained
from the engine accep._tance tests (Section 4.2.3), Feed system
(engine interface to chamber pressure) hydraulic resistances
are calculated for fuel and oxidizer systems from test data.
Since the C* for the injector is also known, flow rates and
chamber pressure at nominal interface conditions are calcu-
lated by assuming that th,_ feed system hydraulic resistances
_!ii/ remain constant.
I_p at nominal thrust.chamber operating conditions
is calculate_ directly from the Injector C* (Section 4.3.1).
_:nowing the engine mixture ratio and chamber pressure at
nominal interface conditions, the I correction is obtained
fzom Figure 5. Thrust is then calculated from these corrected
values of flow rates and I
sp
Further corrections (obtained from Reference 4)
are necessary to normalize performance data when the engine
is run under off-nominal conditions. The effect of oxidizer
temperature upon system resistance shows negligible change
between 30 and 70°F, but a 1% increase in resistance occurs
when the temperature is increased from 70 to 100°F. The effect
of propellant flow rate upon feed system resistance is also
characterized An Reference 4, and the approximate effects are:
Oxidizer system• 1% increase in flow rate results
in 0.08% reduction in feed system
hydraulic r_sistance
Fuel system. 1% increase in flow rate results in
0.07% reduction is feed system hydraulic
resistance.
t
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4.3.4 S_ecific Impulse Uncertainty Analysis s
The lq" measurement uncertainty in engine I
data obtained from the tests in J-3 cell at AEDC is givS_nvacuum
+ 0.19% by ARO (Reference 6) and + 0.22% by Aerojet (ae_erence
E) or approximately 0.6 seconds iF Isp.
Because a large number of data-points (approximately
100)were used in the derivation of R, Aerojet does not use these
values of random measurement uncertainty, but allocate as a
best guess a possible nonrandom error in the AEDC data of 0.2
seconds in Isp vacuum.
The following expression £o_ calculating the '
3 6" I uncortainty was given by Aerojet at their MSCs cuu
presentation _Reference 8) and again at Sacramento (Reference
2)'
!
uncertainty _ + 3 _ 1/3 (R x B)2 + (C* inj x RxA)2 + C 2 sec
:: where: R _ 0.05338 sec2/ft
_; '_ B = l_'C* inj measurement uncertainty = 9.5 ft/sec
:. 1/3 = effect of taking C* . , from the mean of
.... three acceptable tes_ 3.
:ill,, C* inj = average value of C* steel chamber -- 5876
:.... ft/sec
::.'_!
_i: A = I G" deviation of R = 0.0004
i!: C = AEDC uncertainty = 0.2 seconds
Using the above values, the uncertainty is + 1.1 seconds.
However, AeroJet have been directed _o use _n uncertainty value
of 1.5 seconds.
The Aerojet estimate of a 30" Is_ uncertainty of
i.i seconds is lower than the values given By both TRW and
Bell for their LM engines: the Rocketdyne uncertainty value
• being expressed as a 95% confidence limit, is not directly
: comparable. Some of the reasons for the low value of I
uncertainty given by the Aerojet analysis include: sp
fillII_I! e No allowance is made for errors resulting from the
_ normalization of C* inj test data. Characterization data
i:::;' 66
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obtained from an injector of different design are used to
normalize c*_n_ test data. The correction in predicted I s
seco_d_.resulting from_this normalization can amount to 2 1/2
• It is assumed that there is no change in injector per-
formance on acceptance tests (use of 1/3 in first term): see
Figure 6.
• Engine specific impulse is assumed to be determined-only
by injector C*. if the variability of R is determined on the
basis of each injector/thrust chamber assembly used in the
BlOck II qualification program at AEDC, then the value of A
_ is increased to 0.0014 (Table i) and the I__ uncertainty, due
: only to the variability of R, exceeds + l._seconds, i.e, :
3O'uncertainty in Isp, due to variahil_'ty to R,
= + 3 (C* inJ x R x A)
= + 1.32 seconds
• A very small value (0.2 seconds) is. used to account for
possible errors in the AEDC data. It is not known how this
_',- number was determined.
• No allowance is made for errors resulting for the
normalization of the AEDC test data. These tests were run
: over a very wide range of engine mixture ratio, chamber
': pressure and propellant temperature, so the magnitude of the
normalization corrections were considerable. When these tests
were analysed by different organizations, corrected mean
values of specific impulse for a particular injector could
_i; differ by as much as 0.9 seconds (Table I).
!:_: 4.4 Results
4.4.1 Production Engine Performance
Flight injector performance data, obtained from
Reference 2, are plotted on Figure 6 and are attached in
Appendix A. These data are summarized in the following table:
t
!.'_ G7
°_
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I s sec.
Injector Engine Spacecraft Injector C* Nomina_ Minimum
(Note) ft/sec
099 56 ? 5869 313.3 311.8
100 57 103 5884 314.1 312.6
101 52 106 5896 314.7 313.2
. 120 62 104 5863 313.0 311.5
121 63 ? 5878 313.8 312.3
,.i 122 61 107 5888 314.3 312.3I
t
: 124 60 ? 5902 ........ 315.0 313.5
127 58 103 5852-- 312.4 310.9
"_ 129 59 i01 5855 312.5 311.0
,_; Average 5876 313.7 312.2
<.0 Values
_;: Note: Spacecraft Engine Allocation as of 8-9-68.
'.,,. The injector-to-injector C* standard deviation is
i/_ + 18 ft/sec (0.3%). The run-to-run C* standard deviation
/;,:* _or each injector is shown on Figure 6. The RMS of these
?:i deviations is + 10.6 ft/sec if all data points are included,
i# but is reduced-to + 8.5 ft/sec if the last data point on
injector #I01 is ignored (because it differs by more than
19 ft/sec from the mean value of C* for this injector).
....9 The apparent trend to reduction in C* with successive tests
*,'v:
":;, is well shown in Figure 6. If it is assumed that there is
_"i_/! no real shift in injector combustion efficiency, then it is
I:;o• possible that the throat area of the steel chamber expands
on successive firings and does not contract in the manner
shown in Figure 2.
Using the criteria defined in Section 4.2.1, the
nine_ production injectors can be classed as follows:
-0002 -0003 -0001
:// (Initial Lunar) (Nominal Lunar) (Earth Orbit Only)
:{c Inj i01 in S/C 106 Inj 099 Inj 127 in S/C 103
!;{: Inj 124 Inj i00 in S/C 103 Inj 129 in S/C i01
>:;...; Inj 120 in S/C 104
" :' ,Q,, Inj 121
_,:ip _-: Inj 122 in S/C 107
;,:'' 68
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4.4.2 Mission Duty Cycle Data
As was explaine_ in Reference i, no usable MDC I_
d_ta are available from the Rlock II qu_llfication te_t pr_ =
gram-run at AEDC because the thrust measuring system in J-3
cell gave suspect results after approximately 40 seconds of
engine running.
The TRW analysis of the qualification test program
: (Reference 7) showed that throat area decreased during th_
first 300 seconds of engine operation by some 0.7% and than
started to slowly erode. HoweVer, there was considerable
Variation between the different chambers, as is shown in the
following table_
i .,i
Test Series EA EB EC ED EE EF
._._ Thrust Chamber 311 315 313 320 318 324
::_ % Change in At -.02% +.53% +.16% -1.2% -0.65%
_:_ ( :_ % Change in
" Weight -10.5% -8% -9%
!,
:_:_,, Total firing
': time sec 754 753 755 754 755 753
'_ Propellant tem-
_ perature Nom Cool Hot Nom Warm Cold
i:_,_ Chamber pressure Nom Hi Hi Low Nom Nom
",_i
....; Mixture ratio Nom Nom Nom Nom Low Nom
:"_;i
As might be expected, it appears as if the erosion
rate increases with increase in chamber pressure, but that
under nominal conditions, the throat area after 750 seconds
should differ little from its initial value. The reduction
in throat area which occurs during the first part of the M_)C
should give a slight increase in specific impulse. Since the
effect of run time upon nozzle efficiency is not known, it is
suggested that the I increase due to throat area reduction
;., may be assumed to co_ensate for any reduction in nozzle
:' efficiency which might occur later on in the duty cycle
::. The effect upon engine performance of using helium
•:'; _ saturated propellants is not known, since no performance tests
.....'': have been carried out with propellants in this condition,
:_,,, 69
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4.5 C*inj _ Isp: CO rrelaticn
To investigate the Aerojet method 0£ determining
engine specific impulse only on the basis of injector c*
performance, an analysis was made of data obtained on
acceptance tests of Rocketdyne LM Ascent production engines.
These data are tabulated in Appendix B and Includo:
• InJecter serial number
+ • C* obtained on Bravo IVA tests, mean v_lue of C*
and run-to-run standard deviation of C*. Standard perform-
, ance (corrected to nominal interface conditions) value_ of
C* are used.
• I obtained on engine altitude acceptance tests
++ at NFL.and m_n Value of Isp. Again, standard performance
, value_ are used.
• R = C* , the Aerojet empirical correlation facter
ii Isp
_ii ( between injector C* performance and engine Isp.
4.5.1 C* Comparison
i_!i Figure 7 shows C* values plotted against injector
serial number for 20 productio_ Rocketdyne LMAscent engine
:,!ii injectors These data may be compared with the corresponding
'_ plot of Aerojet SM injector C* values shown in Figure 6, the;'_,;.t3
+J_ same scale for C* baing used in both cases. It will be seen
: _+ that there is much less scatter in run-to-run data on the
+'_'_:, Rocketdyne injector, with no tendency to an apparent reduction
_'+'_ in C* on successive tests. The Rocketdyne data also show a
'_:: smaller injector _o injector variability. The C* variability
of the Aerojet and Rocketdyne injectors is compared in the
following table:
Aeroj et Rocketdyne Rocketdyne
j_ Number of production 9 20
+{/ Injectors considered
,, Mean value Qf 5876 5658.5
C* ft/sec (C*)
• '_PI
+il i +!_ Ir C-_ ft/sec +18 ft/sec +7 ft/sec 2.57
...._ : (Injector to
+j injector)
"od'
...... _...... •...... "........ . J + L • • - .... " ....
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Aerojet
Aerojet Rocketdyne R_cketdyn_
%............................. ,.............................. ,................... ;, .................
RM_ Of i___ valu__ _i0.6 ft/_c(1) _i_6 ft/sec 6.6(2)
of run-to-run
C* variability !8.5 ft/sec(2) 5.3(2)
Note: (i) All test data on injector #101 includad.
(2) Last test on injector #101 excluded.
To summarize, the injector-to-injector variabi'lity
of the Aerojet engine is some two and a half times that of
the RoCketdyne one and the run-to-run-variability is approx-
i imately five times as much. The fac_ that the Rocketdyne
_ injector orifices are EDM (Electro Discharge Machined),
whereas the AeroJet ones are drilled, may account for some
i of the differences in variability. Also, the Rocketdyne
_i! injector tests are carried out under a smaller range of test
conditions (Section 2.2.2.1) than the Aerojet ones (Section
i [i' _ 4.2.1) and are of longer duration, allowing more time for
i_i/ conditions to stabilize before performance data are taken.
In addition, the Aerojet Mod-lV injector has a greater vari-
_zl ability, both injector-to-injector and run-to-run, than any
_ of the other Block II candidate injectors. For example, if
i;_i{ the injector-to-injector variability of the Mod II and Mod
_! IV designs are compared, the C* variability of the Mod IV
_,_/_ is twice that of the Mod II and the Isp variability is three
times as great (Reference 5).
;i_ 4.5 2 R Factor Ccunparison
_ Figure 8 shows C*_.j (Bravo tests) plotted against
engine Is. (NFL tests) for _ production Rocketdyne LMAscent
engines. _Figure 8 may be compared wlth the Aerojet data
plotted on Figures 3 and 4, the same scales being used on
all three graphs• Despite the fact that the Rocketdyne
injectors have less run-to-run and injectOr-to-injector vari-
ability and that more injectors are included in their R
factor calculation, the variability of the Rocketdyne R
i_ factor is much greater. The R factor variability of the
_ AeroJet and Rocket engines is compared in the following table:
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AeroJ et Rocketdyne Rocketdyne
Number of injectors 4 15
Number of engines 8 15
l=r variability in
R _ac%or % +0.04% (i) +0,215% 0,19
+0.1 % (2) 0.46
m
+0.14% (3) 0.65
t
,, _
l i ,i J -- lit
Notes (i) R factor determined using revised C* values
(Reference 8) and mean specific impulse for
each injector
(2) R factor determined using initial C* values
• (Reference 5) and mean specific impulse for
• each injector.
_ i* (3) R factor determined using revised C* values and
!i! and mean specific impulse for each engine
i (Figure 4)
The Rocketdyne R factor variability is more than
five times as great as that claimed by Aerojet and has a
3_'value of + 0.645% or + 2 seconds in Isp.
4.5.3 TRW LMD Engine Experienc e
_ As was described in Section 3 4 of Reference i,
TRW make a 'Best Estimate' of an engines' specific impulse
by combining the measured specific impulse, obtained on
engine test, with a predicted value calculated from C*
measurements obtained on the HEA (head end assembly) tests.
As might be expected on a throttled engine, the
correlation between HEA C* and engine specific impu.lse
gets worse as the engine's thrust level is reduced. }low-
ever, as the following table shows, at FTP the correlation
between HEA C* and engine specific impulse is similar to
i that obtained on the Rocketdyne LM Ascent engine.
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En_in_ Thrott!_S_ttin _
FTP 50% 25%
l f" variability in +0.227% +0.52 +0.57%
_orr_latioa betwQen
liSA C* an4 engine _sp
The above information was obtained from Appendix A
of Roferanae 9 and represents data obtained on 17 engine and
HE_ acceptance t_sts.
Recently, there has been a decrease in HEA C* which
is not refIQcted in engine Specific impulse and TRW are now
not merging C* and engine data to obtai_ a 'Best Estimate'
value of specific impulse (see Section 3.4.3).
4.5.4 Aero_et Proposed Performance Characterization Test
Program
A summary of uhis proposed program, extracted from
Beference 2, is attached as Appendix C.
This program is intended to characterize the Mod IV
injector and to confirm the value of R factor presently used.
i_ If this program is carried out, the calculated I uncertainty
will probably increase, since it is most unlikel_ based on
Rocketdyne and TRW experience, that the variability of R will
remain as low as 0.04%.
4.6 Summary
4.6.1 AeroJet-General does not have the facilities for
testing production engines under simulated altitude conditions.
4.6.2 The predicted specific impulse for production
engin6s is obtained from their injector acceptance test C* per-
formance multiplied by an expirically obtained conversion con-
stant (R factor). The value of R was obtained from tests on
eight Block II engines, using four Mod IV injectors, in J-3
* cell at AEDC, Tullahoma.
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4.6.3 The normalisation of injector C* performance is
carried out using characterisation data obtained from a
Mod O des_qn injector. Production Block II engines use
the Mo_ IV design injector. Aerojet has proposed a per-
formance test program to characterise the Mod IV design.
4.6.4 Th_ cla_med 3m'I uncertainty is + i.i seconds.
AeroJet have been directed _ MSC through N.A?R. to use a
3_'I uncertainty of _ 1,5 seconds. _t is the opinion
of t_ writer that the _sn uncertainty of the AeroJet SPS
engine _S not presently _own.
4.6.5 AoroJOt has proposed a perfo_,_maa_c test program
to be run under altltud@ @ondltlons An J-3 test @ell, AE_C,
Tullahoma, t_ confirm th_ value o£ 'R' factor presently being
used.
4.6 Nine production Block IISPS injectors have been
acceptance tested. Based on their predicted values of
specific_impulse, theme engines are classed as follows:
Class Use Nominal Isp Number of Engines
%.
-0002 Initial Lunar ._314.5 Seconds 2
Mission
-0003 Nominal Lunar _312.5 seconds 5
Mission
-0001 Earth Orbit _312.0 2
Only
4.6.7 The integrated mean specific impulse, during a
nominal mission duty cycle, should not be less than that
obtained at the start of the MDC, if the unknown effects
of helium saturation of the propellants are ignored.
4.6.8 The injector-to-injector C* variability of the
AeroJet SPS engine is more than twice that @f the Rocketdyne
LMAscent engine and the run-to-run variability is five times
as great. However, the variability of the Ro_ketdyne
correlation between injector C* and engine Isp is five times
that obtained by AeroJet.
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4.6.9 Until recently, the variability of the correlation
between HEA C* and engine ? at FTP for the TRW LM Descent
' S '"
engine was similar to that o_tained by Rocketdyne. However,
TRW is presently unable to obtain a satisfactory correla-
tion between HEA C* and sngine Isp performance.
4.7 Rufenences
i) D2-117060-1 "Apollo Spacecraft Engine Specific Impu!s_"
J_ P. B. Cuffa, May 6, 1968o
2) AeroJet Presentation at Sacr_nento "Procedure for
establishing Apollo SPS performance" 5th S_ptembe_ 1968.
3) AeroJet Specificatio_ AGC-46847A. 12 September 1967',
Updated through Change #5 (6 June 1_68), Acceptance
Test, Injector Assembly AJ 10-137.
4) Aerojet Specification AGC-46846C, 6 July 1968, Updated
through Change #4 (23 August 1968), AJ 10-137 (Apollo)
acceptance test procedure for engine assembly - service
propulsion system.
_._ 5) AeroJet report 3865-_58, March 1967, _pollo Service
° Module Engine Block II Performance Analysis Report".
6) AEDC report AEDC-TR-67-63, May 1967, "Qualification
Tests on the Apollo Block II Service Module Engine
(AJ 10-137).
7) TRW report 05952-H220-R000, June 1967, "Final Performance
Characterization for the SPS Block II Engine".
8) Aerojet Presentation at MSC, Houston "Engine Analysis"
13 February 1968.
9) TRW LM Descent Engine #1037 "AcceptanCe test performance
report". 29 June 1957, report #01827-6098-T000.
10) Trip report to Aerojet-General, Sacramento, California
J. P. B. Cuffe, 10 September 1968.
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FIGURE 5
(FROM REFERENCE2)
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Appendiw A Cont'd
D2-117060-2
Notes: (i) Average of tests within an MR range of 1.55
to 1.65.
(2) Excluded from test series average (out of 1.55
to 1.65 MR range).
(3) Average of TOPM and TPFM.
(4) Excluded from test series average (deviation
from average greater than 19 ft/sac).
(5) Nominal Isp minus 1.5 sac.
(6) AVerage C* times 0.05338 sac.2/ft.
(7) Average value-of C* iS 5875 ft/sec based on
49 tests.
t
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in C* £t/sec
InJ # C* ft/sac C* £t/sec (Run-to Run) Isp _c Isp sec R
........... I ..... I Jll .......
5662
5659
4097707 5662 5661 _ 1.5 310.0 309.9 0.05475
5660 309.8
5670
4097709 5669 5669 ' + 0 8 Not Yet Tested At NFL5669 - "
5668
5662
4097705 56585660 5660 _ 1.7 Not Yet Tested At NFL
'_j 5661
5641 '
5650 5647 + 4.1 Not Yet Tested At NFL4097711 5648
5649
5646
4097710 5646 5646 + 0.7 Not Yet Tested At NFL
5645
5656
4097713 56565660 5658 _ 2.3 Not Yet Tested At NFL
5660
5652
4094436 56505651 5651 _ 0.8 308.6 308.65 0.05462
5651 308.7
5665
_::94434 5664 5664 +_0.7 310.1 309.75 0.05469
5664 309.4
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.... "PRDL_CTION ROC_ETDYNE _M_ASCENT 'ENGPNE •C*_I Sp, CORRELATION
-- mD U
I .....
in C* £t/se=
Inj # C a ft/sec C'_ _t/sec (Run to Run) Isp Sec Isp sec R
5663
5662 5662.5 + 1.3 309.7 309.4 0,05464
4094619 5661 -- 309.1
5664
5653
5653 5653 " 0 309.0 309.05 0.05467
4097701 5653 309.1
5653
• 5659
5660 5659 + 1 309 •1 308.85 0. 05458
:_ 4097703 5658
" (.i_:_! 5658 308.6
.i;:
5653
5652ili4094438 5652 + 1.3 310.1 310.1 0.05487
.:: 5650 -
',: 5652 310.1
5657
5658 5658 + 0.8 310.0 309.85 0.0547
" 4097706 5658
5659 309.7
;s,
5654
5654 5654 + 0.7 309.2 309.05 0.054664094425 5655
5654 308.9
5663
5661 5661 + 1.3 308.4 308.3 0.05446
' 4094426 5660
,/i! 5661 308.2
,: 5658
'"' _:' _ 5661
'il 4094433 5659 5659 _ 1.4 309,9 309.8 0.05474
: 5659 309.7
5658
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PRODUCTION ROCKETDYNE LM,ASCENT-ENEINE C*'_Isp CORRELATIO N ,
l_Va_$ability I
in C* £t/sQu
Znj # C* ft/eec _r ft/s_c (Run to Run) Isp .ec _ sec R
5673
5673 5675 + 2.4 308.9 308.75 0,05441
4094435 5678
5675 308.6
5668
5666 5666 '+ 1.3 309.9 309.85 0.054694094617 5665
5666
5651
5655 5655 + 2.6 308.7 308,9 0.054624094430 5656
5657 309.1
: 5659
5659 5639.5 + 0.6 309.3 308.75 0.054554094427 5660
5660 308.2
, I
5; Average 5658.5 0,05465
1 Standard + 7 + 1.6 + 0.0001174
• Deviation
= + 0,215%
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D2-117060-2
AerOJet - SPS Engine
Future Development
1. Continued use of steel chamber, S/N 004.
Build new chamber and run correlation test.
2. Possible specification changes to MR, Pc, and
Tp limits and limit on time between tests.
3. Test programs to determine C* corrections..f_r-
Mod IV and confirmation of R factor:
i A. Sea Level Testing
° (i) Acceptance test 3 injectors per ATP 46847
(Ref. 3). One injector T_ = 40 + 5°F.
One injector Tp = 30 + 5°@.
(2) Five 20-second firings (each injector) at
< nominal conditions on a water-cooled com-
? bustion chamber.
_ B. Simulated Altitude Testing
_' At AEDC per Chart.
i_.i 91
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PROPQSRD MOD IV INJECTOR PERFORMANCE
CORRECTION ALTITUDE TEST PROGRAM
Pc
No._l_, Du_atlon, PropellantRun sQo _ M___ T_mp, °_
1 20.0 99 1.4 70
2 20.0 99 1.5 70
3 20.0 99 1,6 70
4 20.0 99 1.7 70
5 20.0 99 1.8 70
6 15.0 80 1 •4 '70
7 20.0 . 80 1.6 70
8 16.0 80 1.8 70
9 15.0 110 1.4 70
10 20.0 110 1.6 70
11 15.0 110 1.8 70
12 15,0 99 1,4 40
13 15.0 99 1.5 4014 200 99 16 40Is iso _ 17 4016 Iso 9_ i_ 4017 i_,o 80 1.4 4018 _o.o 80 1.6 4019 i_.o 80 l, 40
_o 15.o 11o 1.4 40
21 20.0 ii0 1.6 40
22 15.0 ll0 1.8 40
23 15.0 99 1.4 90
24 15.0 99 1.5 90
25 20.0 99 1.6 90
26 15,0 99 1.7 90
27 15.0 99 1.8 90
28 15.0 80 1.4 90
29 20.0 80 1.6 90
30 15.0 80 1.8 90
31 15.0 110 1.4 90
32 20.0 110 1.6 90
33 15.0 110 1.6 90
34 400.0 99 1.6 70
35 0.5 99 1.6 70
36 0.5 99 1.6 70
Notes (i) Pulse test to be accomplished during first firing
of each air period.
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